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ABSTRACT
The coastline of Pierce County, Washington, lies along the glacially 
scoured channels of Puget Sound. The highly crenelated coastline totals 
373 km in length, with approximately 80 km contributed by five major 
islands and five minor islands. This study was conducted to determine 
the long-term net shore-drift along the Pierce County coast. Geomorphic 
and sedimentologic indicators were used to determine drift directions.
These indicators include: direction of spit growth, change in bluff mor­
phology and beach profile, stream diversion, sediment-size gradation, 
identifiable sediments (sediments from an identifiable source), and near­
shore sand bar orientation. Sediment supplied to the foreshore is derived 
primarily from the coastal bluffs by wave erosion and mass wasting. Sedi­
ment movement is compartmentalized into drift cells that include zones of 
erosion, transport, and deposition. These drift cells vary in length from 
50 m to about 11.5 km. Evident throughout this study area is the importance 
of fetch, which directly influences the pattern of net shore-drift. Shore 
drift patterns can be and have been disrupted by human modification of the 
coastline. Shore defenses, marinas, commercial sites, and industrial sites 
have interrupted and divided former drift cells along much of Pierce 
County's eastern coastline. Throughout this area, and in other areas of the 
county, sediment supply to the foreshore has been reduced or eliminated by 
the emplacement of bulkheads, seawalls, or nearshore structures that damp 
wave action.
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1INTRODUCTION
Pierce County's coastal zone has long been of commercial and rec­
reational value. Decades of increasing population and economic activity 
have increased pressure along the coastal zone for development of indus­
trial, business, and residential sites. Increased coastal development 
has usually been followed shortly by an undesired, but natural, response 
(sediment starvation and accelerated erosion) to local coastal processes, 
often proving catastrophic for both public and private property owners.
Rational future development of Pierce County's coastal areas requires 
recognition and understanding of the coastal processes that dynamically 
shape and modify the shore. An important aspect of the coastal process 
is the direction of long-term sediment transport, called net shore-drift. 
Shore drift is the lateral movement of shore and nearshore sediments 
responding to the oblique approach of wind-generated waves. Along most of 
the coast, sediment is supplied to the beaches by wave-induced erosion of 
glacial bluffs. With increased urbanization and modification of Pierce 
County's coastal areas, wave erosion has been drastically reduced, and 
along these coastal stretches the predominant source of beach sediment is 
stream transport or, in some places, rubble used as coastal defense.
This study is a documentation of the long-term net shore-drift for 
the coast of Pierce County. No attempt has been made to determine the 
volume of transported sediment or the short-term seasonal variations.
The primary emphasis in conducting this study was placed on field observ­
ations of geomorphic and sedimentologic drift indicators. Similar studies 
by Keuler (1979), Jacobsen (1980), and Chrzastowski (1982) have been 
conducted in areas of northern Puget Sound and are the basis of the proven
2field methods and drift patterns that are used in this study.
Previous to this study no comprehensive analysis of the long-term 
direction of net shore-drift in Pierce County had been done using geo- 
morphic and sedimentologic evidence. The shore drift of Pierce County 
was mapped by the consulting firm of Norman and Associates Inc. and 
published by the V/ashington State Department of Ecology in the Coastal 
Zone Atlas of Washington, volume seven. Pierce County (1974). The tech­
nique used, called wave hind-casting, is based on theoretical wave models 
mathematically patterned from wind data collected at wind recording sta­
tions around Puget Sound. This technique has proven highly inadequate for 
three principal reasons: 1) only seasonal directions of shore drift were
mapped, making long-term determinations virtually impossible; 2) the 
wind-recording stations used were at appreciable distances inland and ele­
vated well above the affected areas, and therefore do not accurately 
reflect the surface conditions affecting the shore drift; 3) the tech­
nique Ignored the Importance of fetch, which is the distance wind travels 
over water. Pierce County's highly irregular coastljne requires the con­
sideration of coastal topography and fetch as opposed to onshore wind 
resultants in determining shore drift directions (Schou, 1952). Using 
wave hind-casting techniques has contributed to the large number of mis­
takes in the Coastal Zone Atlas shore drift maps.
Accurate determinations of the long-term net shore-drift are useful 
to geologists, engineers, and planners as a tool for predicting the natural 
course of coastal evolution and the effect of future coastal modifications.
3GEOGRAPHIC SETTING
Pierce County is located in western Washington, bordered by King and 
Kitsap counties to the north, with Thurston and Lewis counties to the 
south (Fig. 1). Regionally, Pierce County is situated within the Puget 
Sound Lowland, a topographic low extending southward from the Canadian 
border to Oregon, and bounded by the Cascade Mountains to the east and 
Olympic Mountains to the west (Fig. 2).
Pierce County is divided into numerous islands and peninsulas by the 
main channel and multiple arms of Puget Sound. Puget Sound is a partially 
drowned, glacially scoured trough locally varying in depth from 60 m to 
90 m, with a maximum depth of about 190 m (University of Washington, 1953). 
The county's irregular coastline totals 373 km (Washington State Department 
of Natural Resources, 1977) with approximately 80 km being contributed by 
five major islands: Anderson, Fox, Herron, Ketron, and McNeil.
The county's population is concentrated in the Tacoma area. Heavy 
industry and commercial, recreational, and residential sites make use of the 
accessible shore front. Most of the industry and commercial activity is 
centered around Commencement Bay, one of the world's finest deep-water 
ports.
Two major rivers, the Nisqually and Puyallup, flow through the county 
and into Puget Sound. The two river deltas have had distinctly different 
histories since first being sighted by Europeans (Puget and Vancouver) in 
1792 (Morgan, 1979). The Nisqually River delta historically has been an 
area of limited agricultural activity and is now the site of a National 
Wildlife Refuge. Consequently, the delta has undergone little modification 
and has been allowed to develop naturally through fluvial processes. Con­
versely, the Puyallup River delta has undergone intense industrial mod-
■I
Figure 1. The location of Pierce County and adjacent counties within
western Washington.
5!
Figure 2. Physiography of western Washington (after Raisz).
6ification, including river channelization and the filling of most tidal 
marshes. At the edge of the old delta front (see Fig. 21), the Port 
of Tacoma maintains numerous deep-water shipping berths. The remainder 
of the delta region is used for heavy industry and import-export facilities.
7GEOLOGIC SETTING
Pierce County's coastline lies near the center of the Puget Sound 
Lowland. The structure underlying the Lowland is, in general, that of 
an elongate basin or trough (Walters and Kimmel, 1968). The Pierce 
County region is underlain by sedimentary and volcanic rocks of Eocene 
to Miocene age (Crandell, 1963). These rocks crop out along the western 
flank of the Cascade Range. Pierce County coastal areas are completely 
devoid of exposures of consolidated bedrock. The bluffs making up most of 
Pierce County's coastline are unconsolidated deposits of Pleistocene age.
Pierce County's Pleistocene sedimentation history is characterized by 
alternating episodes of glacial and interglacial deposition (Table I). 
During the Pleistocene, the Puget Sound Lowland was repeatedly overriden 
by thick lobes of ice extending south from the Cordilleran glacial sys­
tem in British Columbia. The last glaciation of the Lowland, the Fraser, 
played a major role in the development of the regional topography, 
mantling the Lowland with drift deposits and scouring out the extensive 
troughs of Puget Sound (Easterbrook and Rahm, 1970). Deposits of the 
Upper Pleistocene are well exposed in the coastal bluffs of Pierce County. 
Glacial till and outwash dominate the bluffs; however, in parts of the 
county at least one interglacial deposit can be found. Exposure of these 
deposits is primarily the result of coastline erosion and landsliding 
that has been going on since the end of the Fraser Glaciation.
Common along Pierce County coastal areas are near-vertical bluffs 
fronted by beaches or wave-cut platforms. As discussed by Emery and 
Kuhn (1980) and McGreal (1979), rapidly eroding near-vertical bluffs 
result from three basic factors: unconsolidated bluff material, a
sufficient tidal range to reach the bluff base, and a coastline oriented
0TABLE T. Summary of glacial and nonglacial deposits as evidenced in the 
stratigraphy of coastal bluffs in Pierce County (after Crandell, 
1963; Walter and others, 1958; Easterbrook, 1969; Easterbrook and 
others, 1970; and Easterbrook and others, 1981).
Geologic Climate Units Stratigraphic Units Deposits
Fraser Glaciation/ 
Vashon Stade
(Upper Pleistocene)
Recessional outwash 
(Steilacoom gravel)
•r“
Q
Vashon lodgement till
Cosz
«/)to
>•
Advance outwash
loose sand and gravel 
w/ few deposits of 
silt and clay
unsorted compacted 
mixture of sand and 
gravel, boulders are 
uncommon
loose sand and gravel
Esperance Sand sand with included 
gravel beds and a basal 
blue-gray silty clay
* Lawton Clay/ 
Defiance Silt
 UNCONFORMITY
Olympia Interglacial Kitsap Formation
____________________  U N C 0 N F 0 R H I T Y_
♦♦Salmon Springs Glaciation Salmon Springs Drift
(Possession Drif^t)
cohesive consolidated 
silty clay
compacted peat in 
laminated clay, few beds 
of silty sand and gravel
stratified sand and 
gravel with thin dis­
continuous beds of 
silt and clay
* Possible correlation by location in stratigraphic column and sediment 
composition.
♦♦ Possible renaming and description of unit by Easterbrook and others, 
1981.
9perpendicular, or nearly perpendicular, to the assailing forces. Coastal 
bluffs within Pierce County where these conditions are met often attain 
heights of 40-50 m and contribute a substantial volume of beach sediment. 
Although two major rivers flow through the county and into Puget Sound, 
most of the sediment supplied to the littoral zone is derived from mass 
wasting along coastal bluffs. In eastern parts of the county, sediment 
supply from bluffs has been drastically reduced by coastal defenses and 
coastline modification. Within these areas sediment transported by small 
creeks has become the principal source of beach sediment.
A common feature along the shore of Pierce County is the develop­
ment of a high-tide beach and low-tide terrace. The high-tide beach is 
typically composed of sediment (gravel) coarser than that of the terrace 
(sand/silt). Beach profiles (Fig. 3) are characterized by a relatively 
steep beach face terminated abruptly at the base by a wide low-tide 
terrace. These features were first noted by Keuler (1979) within lower 
Puget Sound and are typical of high-latitude beaches in areas glaciated 
during the Pleistocene. Such beach profiles are also typical of regions 
having large tidal ranges compared to predominant wave height (Komar, 
1976). These factors are exactly the conditions under which many Pierce 
County beaches develop.
10
Figure 3. High-tide beach and low-tide terrace typical of Pierce 
County coastal areas.
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CLIMATIC SETTING
The climate of Pierce County is substantually influenced by moun­
tain ranges that border the Puget Sound Lowland. To the east, the 
Cascade range divides the state both climatically and physiographically 
along a north-south axis (University of Washington, 1953). This topo­
graphic high generally prevents the cold air masses of the continental 
interior from passing into western Washington. To the west, a partial 
barrier formed by the Olympic Mountains and Coast Ranges allows the Pacific 
Ocean to have a moderating effect on the climate of the Puget Sound 
region.
Phillips (1968) describes the climate as being predominantly a mid­
latitude, west-coast marine type. The moderating effects of Pacific 
Ocean air masses on the temperate climate are distinguished by mild wet 
winters and cool dry summers. Pierce County, as is all of Puget Sound, 
is located in a cyclonic belt of latitude in which air flows predominantly 
from west to east, with marine air moving inland (University of Washington, 
1953). Gerlach (1938) points out that 80 percent of the air masses tra­
versing the area originate at sea. Circulation patterns change from 
summer to winter, giving Pierce County its wet and dry seasons, but a 
definite time frame for the change is not well defined.
Wind
Shore drift occurs in response to wind-generated waves, therefore it 
is prudent to examine the climatic factors affecting wind patterns in 
Puget Sound.
Surface winds over Puget Sound vary seasonally in velocity, direc­
tion, and frequency. The pattern of wind flow throughout Puget Sound is 
influenced primarily by the Olympic Mountains and Coast Range topography
12
and by seasonal variations In the location of two North Pacific pressure 
centers.
The topographic significance of the position of various mountain 
ranges and low-level gaps or valleys Is displayed by recurring wind flow 
patterns throughout the Puget Sound region. Two primary passages allow 
westerly surface winds to enter the Puget Sound region: the Chehalls Gap,
located between the Wlllapa Hills and the Olympic Mountains, and the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca, located between the Olympic Mountains and the 
Insular Mountains of Vancouver Island (Fig. 2). The surface winds tend 
to funnel up and down the long axes of valleys and marine channels, 
persisting whether they lie parallel or normal to the general circulation 
pattern (University of Washington, 1953).
The two North Pacific pressure centers are the Pacific anticyclonic 
pressure center, or "Pacific High", and a troughllke low-pressure area 
called the "Aleutian Low". The seasonal locations of these pressure centers 
dictate the Initial direction and severity of the wind patterns affecting 
Puget Sound. During the months of September through April the low-pres­
sure center dominates the North Pacific. The wind flow pattern Is directed 
by the cyclonic (counterclockwise) low-pressure center, resulting In 
frequent and high winds. The Pacific High, displaced to the south from 
the Gulf of Alaska toward Vancouver Island, provides warm moist air to 
Puget Sound weather systems. The effect of the two marine pressure cells 
and frequent cyclonic storms Is to cause an almost continuous flow of 
air from the southwest, entering Puget Sound through the Chehalls Gap 
(University of Washington, 1953). Surface winds over Pierce County coastal 
areas flow primarily from the south and southwest. These winds are the 
prevailing (most frequent) and predominant (highest velocity). A diagra-
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mat1c representation of the prevailing and predominant winds Is shown by 
the wind rose for the Olympia Airport (Fig. 4).
During the months of May through August, the Pacific High enlarges 
and moves northward to center near 40*^ north latitude and 135 west longi­
tude. The anticyclonic (clockwise) Pacific High, combined with a conti­
nental low, generates considerable wind flow from the northwest, off the 
coast of Washington and Vancouver Island. Surface winds are directed Into 
the Puget Sound region through the Strait of Juan de Fuca. The surface 
winds tend to align with the marine channels of Puget Sound to approach 
and pass over Pierce County from the northeast. This prevailing wind 
direction gradually shifts from northeast to southwest during September 
as the Aleutian low pressure center Increases in dominance.
Although the predominant and prevailing winds are from the south­
west (see Fig. 4), they do not necessarily determine the drift direc­
tions for all coastal areas within Pierce County. The data shown on the 
wind rose can be used only as an Initial approximation of net shore- 
drift. The direction of net shore-drift is the result of a combination 
of coastline configuration, maximim fetch, and predominant wind direc­
tion. Crenulated coastlines and narrow Inlets within Pierce County 
heavily favor coastline configuration and fetch as the most Important 
factors in determining drift directions. However, in coastal areas having 
two fairly large possible fetch directions, south-southwesterly wind- 
generated waves (predominant) will determine the direction of net shore- 
drift (Schou, 1952).
Precipitation
The marine air masses that reach the Washington coast in late fall
and winter are moist and near the temperature of the ocean surface
N
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w
Mean-annual percent calm 
(wind less than 4.8 km per hour)
Mean-annual directional frequency 
in percent
Mean-annual wind speed 
(kilometers per hour)
Fig. 4 Wind rose for Olympia Airport showing mean annual calm, 
directional frequency, and wind speed during a ten year 
period 1949-1958 (modified from Pacific Northwest River 
Basin Meteorology Committee, 1968, p. 297).
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(Phillips, 1968). These air masses are lifted and cooled by the high 
terrain of the coastal mountains, causing inland cloudiness and wide­
spread precipitation. A marked decrease in precipitation occurs as the 
weather systems, moving southwest to northeast, pass through the Chehalis 
Gap to enter the Puget Sound Lowland. There is a decrease in moist air 
as the weather systems pass northward. The average annual precipitation 
is: Olympia (Thurston County), 127 cm; Tacoma (Pierce County), 90 cm;
and Coupeville (Island County), 45 cm; (Gerlach. 1943). Approximately 
80 percent of the rainfall in Pierce County occurs between the months of 
October and May (Phillips, 1968). The primary significance of rainfall in 
the study area is its effect on upland erosion and sediment supply to the 
drift cells.
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OCEANOGRAPHIC PARAI€TERS
Within Puget Sound the primary causes of coastal modification are 
wind-generated waves and tidal action. Wind-generated v/aves provide 
energy for sediment transport and are effective agents of coastal erosion, 
contributing sediment to the shore drift process. Tidal conditions play 
an important role in coastal dynamics by varying the length of time wave 
energy is concentrated along portions of the intertidal zone. Varying 
tidal ranges can influence coastal erosion, onshore-offshore sediment depo­
sition, tidal marsh development, and tidal current velocities (Bird, 1969). 
Wind-generated Waves
Wind-generated waves are the most important factor affecting shore 
drift. Competency, rate, volume, and direction of sediment transport are 
determined by the energy and direction of wind-generated waves that reach 
the shoreline. These waves develop as a result of turbulent wind energy 
flowing over water, setting up stress and pressure variations on the water 
surface. The resulting v/aves increase in dimension as a result of the 
pressure contrast that develops between their windward and leeward slopes 
(Bird, 1969). The potential period and height of wind-generated waves are 
determined by three variables: 1) wind velocity; 2) wind duration; and
3) fetch, the extent of open water across which the wind is blowing.
Wave energy may be limited by any or all of these variables. In Pierce 
County, as in much of Puget Sound, fetches are sufficiently short to be 
the restricting factor in the formation of wind waves (Fig. 5). Irreg­
ular coastlines restrict shore drift response to maximum fetch direc­
tions, regardless of the regional prevailing winds. By studying Danish 
inner waters. Schou (1952) determined fetch to be of greater geomorphic 
significance than the prevailing wind direction. World-wide, in areas
17
Figure 5 Selected fetch distances along the Pierce County coast
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with crenulated coastlines, Schou (1945) and Bird (1969) indicate fetch 
as the most important factor in the development of wind-generated waves.
Harris (1954) attempted to estimate maximum wave heights that were 
formed in central and northern Puget Sound during the years 1950-1952.
His calculations show a 2.34 m maximum wave height for typical midchannel 
fetches of 24-56 km, under optimum wave-forming conditions. These cal­
culations may be used in some parts of the Sound; however, these values 
can not be used in the more restricted waters of southern Puget Sound.
Most fetches within Pierce County are between 2 and 8 km, and a few may be 
as great as 20 km (Fig. 5). Actual values for wave height would be far 
less than 2.34 m. These lower wave heights would, in turn, lessen the 
effect of coastal erosion and sediment transport within southern Puget 
Sound.
Tides
Variations in tidal range have been shown to have important con­
sequences in coastal geomorphology (Davies, 1964). Tidal ranges primarily 
affect the long-term erodibility of coastal landforms. Because wave 
action is generally withdrawn from the backshore during most of the tidal 
cycle, bluff erosion and rapid sediment transport occur primarily during 
the coincidence of brief periods of high waves and high tide. A small 
tidal range tends to concentrate wave action within a narrow vertical 
distance, increasing bluff erosion and sediment transport. For areas 
with a large tidal range, wave energy is expended over a broad zone; and 
waves are diminished by friction and by percolation into the beach face 
(Bird, 1969). The relationship of tidal range to erosion rate is based 
on the following observations by Rosen (1977) along the Chesapeake Bay 
coastline:
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" 1) The beach elevation is a function of tidal range. In 
areas of higher tidal range, the beach face serves as 
a buffer to raised water levels during lower tidal 
stages. This corresponds to a large percentage of the 
time during the occurrence of many storm surges. In 
areas of lower tidal range, storm waves and surge have 
a greater probability of overtopping the beach.
2) Since the supra-tidal elevation of the beach increases 
with higher tidal ranges, this increased elevation 
serves as a buffer from direct wave and surge effects 
on the backshore, especially at high tide.
3) In areas of higher tidal range, the plunge point of
the breaking waves is distributed over a larger vertical 
distance during the time of the tide cycle. The bulk 
of wave energy expended on the beach is not concentrated 
on one or a small area."
Tidal cycles within Puget Sound are mixed, having two high and two 
low waters each day with a marked difference in all the heights.
Local range is typically 4+ m during spring tidal cycles, which is 
classified as macrotidal by Bird (1969). There is a height difference 
for high-water levels from east to west in Pierce County. Tidal currents 
moving into southern Puget Sound are increasingly restricted in area 
and develop a larger tide range in the westernmost inlets.
20
PRINCIPLES OF THE NET SHORE-DRIFT STUDY 
Dynamics of shore drift
The movement of material along the shore is one of the most impor­
tant processes at work on the coast. It is responsible for a large 
number of shore features such as the various forms of spits, bars, and 
beach profiles, as v/ell as playing an important role in coastal erosion.
The definition of shore drift and the concepts of sediment transport were 
first described by D.W. Johnson in 1919. The concepts are based on the rec 
ognition of wave action and wave-driven currents as the agents of transport
When waves approach the shore at an angle, they are refracted toward 
the shore upon reaching shallow water and generate a longshore current 
parallel to the shore. This current, combined with the agitating action 
of the breaking waves, is the primary factor in moving sediment (longshore 
drift) along the coastline (Johnson, 1956). Sediment particles may also 
roll in a zig-zag motion along the beach face at the upper limit of wave 
action (beach drift). By these methods sediment can also be transported 
around promontories, headlands, or other obstacles to shore drift (Johnson, 
1956).
When waves break at the foot of a beach slope, the water is driven 
up the slope in laminar flow forming the swash. This flow carries beach 
material landward at an angle, perpendicular to the approaching wave front. 
The flow, returning down the beach face under the influence of gravity, 
is called backwash and tends to transport sediment seaward again. The 
landward component of this alternating current is generally stronger, 
because the return flow loses velocity by friction and loss of volume 
due to percolation of the backwash into the beach sediments. Sediment 
movement in this zig-zag pattern of swash-and-backwash is called
21
beach drift (Fig. 6). Together, beach drift and longshore drift are 
referred to as shore drift (Johnson, 1919).
It is critical in this report to make a distinction between seasonal 
shore drift and net shore-drift. Seasonal shore drift may change fre­
quently, transporting sediment in one direction and then the otner as tfte 
prevailing wind direction changes through the year. Net shore-drift is 
the direction in which the majority of the sediment moves over a long 
period of time in spite of any lesser, seasonal movement in the opposite 
direction (Jacobsen and Schwartz, 1981).
Concept of a Drift Cell
An important concept in any report on net shore-drift is that of a 
drift cell. This concept divides coastlines into compartments acting as 
nearly closed systems with respect to sediment transport. Ideally a 
drift cell consists of three areas; 1) an area of erosion and sediment 
supply, 2) an area of sediment transport, and 3) an area of sediment dep­
osition. Very few drift cells have sharp boundaries at their beginnings 
or ends. Usually the aforementioned areas exist as broad zones that shift 
position on a short-term basis, responding to the seasonal changes in the 
direction of wave approach and the energy and angle of wave action.
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Swash Backwash
SHORE
DRIFT
Fig. 6 Schematic diagram showing shore-drift, the flow of
coastal sediment produced by wave and current action
when waves approach at an angle to the shoreline
(after Bi rd, 1968).
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Indicators of Net Shore-drift
Because shore drift is so variable with respect to direction, tine, 
place, duration, and anount, the task of detemining net shore-drift 
requires methods which take these variables in to acount (Jacobsen and 
Schwartz, 15bl). Directions of longshore transport can and have been 
determined by monitoring the movement of artificially introduced tracers 
or calculating transport from known wave conditions. The results of 
these direction-determining methods are generally used for short-term 
evaluation and do not take into account that predominant sediment move­
ment may be due to rare storm events. Along highly crenulated coast­
lines, such as these in Puget Sound, it is highly desirable to rely on 
long-term geomorphic and sedimentologic criteria whicn encompass many of 
the variables in net shore-drift. This technique has been shown to be 
highly accurate by previous coastal researchers in Puget Sound (Keuler, 
1980; Jacobsen, 1981; and Chrzastowski, 1982). The key to this technique 
is a field-oriented investigation, documenting concrete physical evidence. 
No one indicator, by itself, may be sufficient evidence to determine net 
shore-drift direction; rather, the combined effects of numerous indicators 
are weighed together to arrive at a drift interpretation (Chrzastowski, 
personal communication, 1982). The following discussion is a description 
of the indicators used to determine net shore-drift along the Pierce 
County coast.
Spits:
A spit is a depositional feature forming a ridge or embankment of 
sediment attached to the land at one end and terminating in open water 
at the other end (Evans, 1942). The growth of a spit is in response to 
wave-induced, long-term net shore-drift. A spit, as suggested by Meistrell
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(1966), is an extension of the beach, usually where the shore has an 
abrupt change in orientation. The development of a spit is dependent 
on the presence of a submarine platform, preceding spit growth down- 
drift (Meistrell, 1966). The growth of the spit and platform occurs in 
alternating cycles; the platform progrades downdrift, followed by spit 
development atop the platform. Net shore-drift directions are indicated 
by the orientation of the free end of the spit, which is one of the most 
reliable indicators used in drift determination.
A spit may produce a local reversal in shore drift behind and down- 
drift of the spit. The area behind the spit is protected from the direct 
approach of the predominant waves, leaving it exposed to waves from other 
directions and diffracted waves around the tip of the spit (Hunter and 
others, 1979).
Cuspate Spits:
Cuspate spits are depositional features exhibiting a triangular shape 
in plan view. A cuspate spit is formed where shore drift from opposite 
directions converges, and sediment is built up from two directions.
Examples of cuspate spits prograding seav/ard from the base of coastal 
bluffs are shown in Figures 7 and C. The seaward tip may be either sharply 
pointed or rounded, depending on the wave front orientation as it approacnes 
the spit (King, 1959). Cuspate spits are one of the few exceptions to 
Schou's (1945) well established principle, that the end result of coastal 
erosion and deposition processes is to simplify or straighten the coast­
line.
Oblique Bars:
Oblique bars occur as ridges of sand, or mixed sand and gravel, 
oriented at an oblique angle to the shore. These bars are located in
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Figure 7 Cuspate spit prograding from the east shore of Ketron Island
26
Figure r>O . Dash Point cuspate spit.
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Figure 9. Aerial view of oblique bars crossing Pierce-KIng County line.
28
Figure 10. Ground view of oblique bars at Pierce-King County line
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intertidal zones, generally along wide sandy shelves (Figures 9 and 10). 
They form by wave action (Guilcher, 1974) and are oriented perpendicular to 
the predominant direction of wave approach. This results in the seaward 
end of the bar being oriented in the direction of net shore-drift. When 
these bars occur in a series they can be used as a reliable indicator of 
net shore-drift (Hunter and otliers, 1979).
Cusp-type Sediment Waves:
An unusual indicator of net shore-drift can be found along the Pierce 
County coastline. These features are best described as cusp-type sediment 
waves or bars (Sonu, 1969). The sediment waves (usually gravel or coarse 
sand) are acted upon by predominantly unidirectional longshore currents 
and are found along Pierce County coastlines with an exceptionally strong 
component of southwesterly (predominant) wave approach. The form of these 
sediment waves resembles dunes, having a gentle updrift face, a steep 
downdrift face, and a hooked seaward end. This end points in the direction 
of net shore-drift (Fig. 11). These beach forms proved to be excellent 
indicators of net shore-drift within three drift cells.
Stream Mouth Deflection:
The relationship between stream-mouth deflection and shore drift 
was recognized as early as 1895 (Gulliver, 1896). The movement of beach 
material along the shore has been shown to tend to prolong the coastline 
at an abrupt change in the direction of the shore (King, 1959), such as 
the various spit formations. The resulting channel deflection at a stream 
mouth is in response to; 1) the halting of longshore transport as the 
sediment reaches the water channel, 2) the consequent tendency for the 
channel to be filled on the updrift side, 3) the diversion of the stream 
flow to the downdrift side, and 4) the erosion of the downdrift side of
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Figure 11. Cusp-type sediment wave or bar.
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the channel (Hunter and others, 1979). The degree of deflection varies 
with stream discharge. In general, channel deflection is greatest for 
stream discharge on the order of 0.1 to 10 m^ per second (Clifton and 
others, 1973). Smaller streams tend to flow over the foreshore and are 
constantly readjusting their channel pattern to compensate for longshore 
sediment transport. This process generally results in a braided channel 
pattern oriented at an oblique angle to the shoreline. Streams with larger 
discharges are able to maintain their channel positions (Clifton and others, 
1973) unless there is an extremely large volume of beach material in 
transit along the foreshore.
Offsets at Groins and Other Drift Obstructions:
When groins or jetties are constructed, they upset the natural equil­
ibrium between shore configuration and littoral drift patterns. Groins 
and jetties act as partial or total dams to the littoral drift, blocking 
the natural sediment movement along the shore (Komar, 1976). Any object, 
natural or artificial, large enough or secure enough can act in a similar 
fashion (Jacobsen and Schwartz, 1981). Drift obstacles will cause the 
beach updrift to widen and heighten, because of sediment accretion, and the 
beach downdrift of the obstacle to narrow and become lower. The beach 
downdrift of the obstacle is sediment-starved, and erosion is accelerated 
there (Johnson, 1956). Groins can be useful in building up the beach and 
protecting the backshore areas when positioned in a proper setting. Only 
one groin series in Pierce County is effectively building up a beach without 
posing a downdrift erosion problem; this is located along a sand spit at 
Penrose State Park (see Fig. 33).
Plan View of Deltas and Intertidal Fans:
This geomorphic indicator has been used only in one other study of
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shore drift within Puget Sound, by Chrzastowski in 1982 (King County).
Fans are generally located along the mid to upper foreshore, therefore 
viewing them is restricted to periods of low tide. Fans and deltas 
effectively act as barriers to shore drift, and behave essentially as a 
jetty or groin (Komar, 1973). Thus, the usual symmetry of the fan is 
skewed in an updrift direction. The updrift side of the fan has a wider 
prograded foreshore than the narrov/er downdrift side. Beach material is 
transported onto the updrift side by both the stream and shore drift. In 
the downdrift direction, sediment is added to the fan by the stream but is 
removed by the longshore drift (Komar, 1973). These features are not 
readily apparent for large streams when viewed from ground level; however, 
they become quite noticeable when viewed from the air or on bathymetric 
maps. An excellent example of this type of indicator is Solo Point, 
approximately 5 km southwest of Steilacoom.
Beach Width:
Beaches formed by sediment accumulation generally tend to widen in 
the downdrift direction (Keuler, 1979; and Jacobsen and Schwartz, 1981).
The origin of a drift cell is a zone of erosion, inhibiting the development 
of a beach. The divergence zone within Puget Sound drift cells commonly 
has no beach at all. Drift cell sediments, originating in the erosion 
zone, are transported downdrift, often forming one or more berms. The 
drift material progressively increases the sediment wedge making up the 
beach throughout the drift cell. This process displaces the shoreline in a 
seaward direction, and increases the width of the backshore.
Beach Slope:
Beach slope varies within the drift cell. Depending on the local 
coastal environment, either erosional or depositional, a gentle or steep
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beach slope may be present. The beginning of a drift cell has a thin 
veneer of coarse beach sediments overlying a wave-cut platform. This 
sediment represents a lag deposit in an area of continued erosion. Down- 
drift a greater amount of material accumulates to form a larger sediment 
wedge atop the platform or foreshore. The result is an increase in beach 
slope.
Bluff Morphology:
The change in bluff morphology throughout a drift cell has proved to 
be a highly valuable tool in drift determination for Pierce County. A 
change in bluff morphology was first recognized by Keuler (1979) while 
conducting coastal geomorphic studies in Skagit County, Washington. The 
change in bluff morphology is directly related to the degree of wave attack 
at the base of the bluff. A beach or backshore is virtually nonexistent 
at the beginning of a drift cell, allowing wave attack on the base of the 
bluff to proceed unabated. The resulting morphology is one of a nearly 
vertical, nonvegetated bluff face. Downdrift of the origin, the beach 
widens and provides protection from wave attack to the bluffs. Greater 
protection is provided by the widening of the beach by development of 
berms or beach ridges. The backshore widens and progrades seaward. The 
bluffs downdrift usually tend to be less steep and have an increased 
vegetative cover as the backshore develops.
Identifiable Sediment:
If a source of identifiable sediment is available, the distribution 
of that sediment across the foreshore may used as a drift Indicator. 
Commonly, drift studies use an artifical tracer introduced onto the beach 
face where its movement is recorded for a few days or weeks. This method 
is not reliable for determining long-term drift directions, because it
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Sediment Size Gradation:
Lateral gradation of sediment size is common along beaches with long­
term directions of net shore-drift. Typically, a Puget Sound drift cell 
starts with a beach composed predominantly of boulders, cobbles, pebbles, 
and sand (Fig. 12). Downdrift the sediment eventually becomes composed 
predominantly of pebbles and sand (Fig. 13). This process can be the result 
of several factors. First, the direction of transport may be the direction 
of decreasing wave energy (King, 1959). Second, sediment gradation may be 
the result of wave magnitude and frequency. Coarse particles require 
more energy for transport than do finer particles. Thus, they rely on 
the less frequent, higher energy waves. Fine sediment is moved by more 
frequent, lower energy waves. In a sense, the finer particles tend to 
out-run the coarse particles (Jacobsen and Schwartz, 1981). Third, sed­
iment gradation may be the result of wearing, attrition, and selective 
sorting of beach sediments (Bird, 1978). Because Puget Sound bluffs are 
unconsolidated, sediment may be supplied to the drift cell at numerous 
points. This factor often obscures the ideal gradation of sediment size 
through a drift cell. Sediment size gradation is best used when it supports 
other drift indicators. Throughout this report, particle sizes are based 
on the Wentworth scale (Fig. 14).
usually shows the short-term direction for the period of the study.
However if a point source of sediment is present over a number of years
net shore-drift direction can be determined. The sediment can be natural,
such as that derived from a distinct rock-outcrop, or artificial, such as
debris and man-made fill.
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Figure 12. Sediment size at origin (top) and midpoint (bottom) of a 
drift cell.
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Figure 13 Sedinent size at a drift cell terminus.
Grain size
in millimeters Wentworth Size Classes
256
64
4
2.00
1.00
0.50
0.25
0.125
0.0625
0.0039
Boulder
Cobble
GRAVEL
Pebble
Granule
Very Coarse Sand
Coarse Sand
Medium Sand SAND
Fine Sand
Very Fine Sand
Silt
MUD
Clay
Fig. 14 The Wentworth sediment size scale which is the 
basis for all sediment size descriptions in this 
report (Bird, 1968).
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To obtain the necessary information for this report, a v^alking circuit of 
the county's coastline was conducted between April and June, 1932. Obser­
vations were recorded in a field book, on topographic maps, and photo­
graphs. A total of 650 photographs, showing the various geomorphic and 
sedimentologic indicators, was taken for future reference and documentation. 
Field observations \/ere conducted during tidal stages of +2.0 m or lower. 
During the study period, spring low tides generally occured within daylight 
hours, facilitating the observation of features over most of the foreshore 
zone. To assist in shore drift documentation, aerial photographs and 
historical maps were used at points of particular interest or coastal 
areas recently modified by artificial coastal defenses.
FIELD PROCEDURES
In order to understand the forces at v;ork on the beaches, full-scale
ooservations of the many processes and geonorphic features are required.
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PREFACE TO THE NET SHORE-DRIFT DESCRIPTION 
Pierce County's coast is 373 kn in length ( Washington State Depart­
ment of fiatural Resources, 1977). In order to depict the net shore- 
drift directions witti reasonable detail, I divided the area into map 
reoions. Map divisions generally reflect coastal zones of approximately 
equal distance (if possible). The boundaries between the divisions are 
either at zones of drift divergence or drift termination. A total of 
seven map divisions or "Coastal Regions" was selected, and all are shown 
in Figure 15.
All of the drift cells within Pierce County are numbered consecutively 
from 1 to 145. Each Coastal Region map includes the numbered drift cells 
within that area, i.e.. Coastal Region map 1 includes Drift Cells 1-12, 
Coastal Region map 2 includes Drift Cells 13-24, etc.
The text discussing net shore-drift is organized according to the 
Coastal Region map. Each drift cell description includes the geomorphic 
and/or sedimentologic indicators that provide evidence for the origin of 
the drift cell, direction of net shore-drift, and drift cell terminus.
The text for each of the Coastal Regions is accompanied by a large map in 
a pocket at the end of this report. Each map is drawn to a scale of 
1:24,000 and shows the drift cells and direction of net shore-drift.
Figure 16 gives an explanation of the symbols used on the Coastal Region 
maps.
As suggested by Keuler (1930), Chrzastowski (personal communication,
1981), and Schwartz and Harp (1932), the reader should be aware of cer­
tain considerations when using the Coastal Region maps:
1) The maps show directions of long-term net shore-drift. Seasonal short­
term reversals may occur.
Fiauro 15 Divisions of net siiore-drift coastal region ^ans 'vithin
Pierce County.
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Zone of net shore-drift divergence. 
This is an erosional zone from which 
sediment is supplied to diverging 
drift cells.
Direction and length of net shore- 
drift. The line begins at the initial 
indication of net shore-drift 
direction. The arrowhead is placed 
at or near the drift cell 
terminus.
nansd Acronym for a zone of "no appreciable 
net shore-drift.
Fiq. 16 Explanation of the symbols used on the maps showing drift 
cells and directions of net shore-drift (from Chrzastowski, 
1982).
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2) The divergent zones, and to some extent the drift cell termini, are 
usually broad areas; only in special cases can definite boundaries 
be determined for a drift cell. Also, a drift cell may not be a 
closed system at all times. Under short-term wave conditions sediment 
may pass into another drift cell or past a drift cell terminus such
as a spit.
3) Sediment supplied to the drift cell may not necessarily reach the 
drift cell termunus. The coarser component of the transported sed­
iment may, at a certain point, cease to be transported because of 
decreased wave energy. Also, a portion of the sediment may be trans­
ported offshore or be retained at accreting sediment wedges updrift 
of drift obstructions.
4) The rate and volume of sediment transport depend on the wave energy 
available to move the sediment. No attempt was made to quantify these 
variables for this report.
5) The drift directions included in this report apply only to Pierce 
County in 1983. If modifications persist along the coastal areas, 
drift patterns may change significantly in a short period of time.
Any obstacles to shore drift or structures affecting nearshore wave 
patterns can induce a change in drift pattern. This report does not 
attempt to predict the future course of shore drift should significant 
modification to the shore occur.
To aid in the visualization and interpretation of the text discussion 
a beach profile with current nomenclature has been provided in Figure 17.
A study of McNeil Island is not included in this report. During the 
period of field investigation (3/82 to 6/82) McNeil Island was the site of a 
federal prison. Therefore, a walking survey of this island was not possible.
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Fiq. 17 An idealized beach profile showing major geomorphic features
(after U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1977).
NET SHORE-DRIFT
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COASTAL REGION 1
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Drift Cell 1
The northern-most shore of Pierce County is the southwesterly end 
of a drift cell originating near Dumas Bay in King County (Chrzastowski, 
1982). The westerly net shore-drift results from a principal fetch for 
northeast waves. The east-west shore orientation and the high bluffs of 
northeast Tacoma form a wind shadow for the prevailing southwesterly wind, 
which allows the northeast wind to be predominant.
Evidence indicating a westerly net shore-drift can be seen in the 
accumulation of sand on the east side (updrift) of bulkhead offsets, the 
development and widening of the backshore, and an increase in bluff 
stability in a downdrift direction. The most notable indicator of drift 
direction is a series of oblique bars with their long axis oriented per­
pendicular to the northeast principal fetch. The series of bars originate 
in King County and continues westward across the Pierce-King County line 
(see Fig. 9) to a point approximately 250 m east of the tip of Dash Point. 
Dash Point is an asymmetrical cuspate spit, indicating the convergence of 
two drift cells (Bird, 1978).
Steep sandy bluffs along the western shore of Dumas Bay supply most 
of the foreshore sediment along this coastal stretch. Recent and ongoing 
mass wasting of these bluffs significantly influences the foreshore 
geometry downdrift. The portion of the drift cell within Pierce County 
is characterized by a wide, low-angle foreshore. Studies by Bascom (1951) 
show a direct correlation between sediment size and beach slope. The 
northeast side of Dash Point is composed primarily of sand sized particles, 
whereas, the southwest side of Dash Point (Drift Cell 2) is composed of 
coarse sand, pebbles, and cobbles which form a relatively narrow and
NET SHORE-DRIFT COASTAL REGION 1
steep foreshore.
Drift Cell 2
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This drift cell originates at a zone divergence where southwesterly 
waves refract beyond the wave shadow produced by the Browns Point head­
land. The waves impinge on a slightly rounded protrusion in the shore 
along a zone 500-600 m south of Dash Point and cause the zone of diver­
gence. This zone has not developed a backshore or berm crests, so wave 
action effectively erodes a bluff of glacial till which is 10-15 m high.
The foreshore is covered by a thin wedge of poorly-sorted sand, pebbles, 
and cobbles.
A northerly net shore-drift is indicated by an increase in beach 
slope, a decrease in the mean sediment-size, increased bluff stability, 
and the accumulation of sediment on the south side (updrift) of bulkhead 
offsets. The terminus of the drift cell is Dash Point, an asytmietrical 
cuspate spit. The Dash Point spit results from convergence with net 
shore-drift from the east.
Drift Cell 3
Originating at a zone of divergence approximately 500 m south of 
Dash Point, this drift cell exhibits a southerly, then westerly, net shore- 
drift, terminating in a cuspate spit at Browns Point. The drift directions 
are primarily the result of southwesterly waves blocked by a wave shadow, 
formed by the Browns Point headland, leaving the waves from the north- 
northwest predominant. These waves impinge on a rounded protrusion of the 
shore south of Dash Point. At the zone of divergence the refracted waves, 
in part, move toward Browns Point.
Mass wasting of glacial till bluffs within the divergence zone supplies 
sediment to the drift cell. Foreshore sediment here is poorly sorted sand.
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pebbles, and cobbles. At the terminus, the sediment making up the lower 
foreshore is medium-to-fine sand.
Most of this coastal stretch has been modified by the emplacement of 
bulkheads along the upper foreshore. The continuous bulklieads offer 
little evidence of net shore-drift direction, with only small amounts of 
sediment accumulated on the east side of minor offsets. Excellent indi­
cators are found where concrete boat ramps cross the entire foreshore, 
blocking the passage of sediment from east to west. The best example lies 
near the end of Wan-i-da road. The boat ramp here produces a 0.67 m 
vertical and 2 m horizontal offset of the beach profile, higher and wider 
on the east (updrift) side (Fig. 1C). The spit at Drowns Point has under­
gone little modification except by use as a cormiunity park. It is a well 
developed symmetrical cuspate spit which, like Dash Point, indicates the 
convergence of two drift cells.
A lighthouse surrounded by large boulders is located at the tip of 
Browns Point, having been at its present location for approximately 50 
years. The base of the lighthouse is situated on the berm crest, and 
the boulders originally placed around the base for protection have been 
displaced down onto the foreshore. These two observations suggest that 
the coastal defenses and bulkheads around most of the Browns Point area 
have resulted in a decrease in sediment supply to the spit and possibly 
a net loss of sediment into deep water at the end of the spit.
Drift Cell 4
The origin of this drift cell centers on the rounded protrusion of
the shore 1.5 km southeast of Browns Point. Aerial photographs of this
site show a localized straightening of the coastline where the erosion and
mass v/asting are the greatest. The zone of divergence has a broad wave-
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Figure 18 Boat ramp obstructing net shore-drift (toward background) 
near the north end of Kan-i-da road.
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cut platform covered with sand and gravel, backed by a steep till bluff 
20-25 m high. South and southwest waves impinge on this zone, eroding the 
toe of the undefended bluffs and transporting the sediment in a north­
westerly direction. Northwest from the divergent zone sediment decreases 
in size. This trend is maintained although numerous sites of sediment 
input are located within this drift cell. The cuspate spit at Browns Point 
indicates the convergence of tv^o drift cells. The direction of net shore- 
drift is also indicated by sediment accumulated on the south side of 
abandoned concrete boat ramps, minor offsets at individual bulkheads, and 
and increase in beach slope toward the terminus of the drift cell at 
Browns Point.
Drift Cell 5
This relatively short drift cell lies along the north shore of 
Commencement Bay. The zone of divergence occurs v/here southwesterly 
waves impinge on a rounded protrusion in the shore approximately 1.5 km 
south of the Browns Point lighthouse. Sediment is transported in a south­
easterly direction until reaching the drift cell terminus just within 
the northern boundary of the Tyee Marina. The zone of divergence includes 
a broad wave-cut platform with coarse sand and gravel. As the shore turns 
southeast the backshore widens and the mean sediment size gradually 
decreases to medium sand. Located approximately 300 m east of the drift 
cell origin there is a large barge, grounded on the upper foreshore. On 
its northwest side is a thick (1-2 m) accumulation of sediment and debris.
A riprap-defended parking area on the north end of the Tyee Marina pro­
duces an obstacle to sediment transport. The riprap defense extends across 
only a portion of the upper foreshore, but enough sediment is trapped here 
to form a prograding beach of sand and small pebbles. Sediment bypassing
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this obstruction moves into the marina where the drift cell terminates.
Numerous logbooms, floating docks, and moored boats within the marina
effectively damp the wave action and eliminate further sediment transport.
From the Tyoe Marina to a point approximately 1 km to the south, 
the coastal stretch is cut off from continuous wave action by multiple log- 
booms and numerous rafted logs. Here fine sand and mud are dispersed 
throughout the intertidal area by tidal action. The sediment is supplied 
by the mass wasting and subaerial erosion of low banks which form the 
northeast shore of Commencement Bay. No appreciable net shore-drift 
occurs within this area.
Drift Cell 6
This short drift cell, along with Drift Cell 7, is different from 
other local drift cells due to Its location (between large areas of nansd), 
the width of the zone of divergence compared to the distance to the drift 
terminus, and the somewhat artificial nature of its origin. Waves from a 
northwesterly principal fetch concentrate on a small bank (.25-.5m), 
forming a zone of divergence beginning 10 m north of the Commencement Bay 
Marina and extending to 75 m north of the marina. The sediment making up 
this zone is a sandy gray organic-rich, artificial fill material (taken 
from various dredge areas within the delta) overlying a layer of peat.
This area was once built upon (date unknown) for some type of waterfront 
use, as evidenced by the fill material and rotted wood piling protruding 
up through the sand. The drift cell is located at the mean lower low water 
line of the Puyallup River delta. From the northern end of the eroding 
zone, a northerly component of net shore-drift is evidenced by a 50-60 m
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long northward prograding intertidal spit. The tip of this spit is the 
drift terninus. Seav/ard of the zone of divergence and spit, there is a 
wide shelf coriiposed of the gray delta sedir.cnts. Tne size of this snelf 
indicates that as nuch or iriore seJinent is being moved offshore as is being 
moved narallel to tfie shore.
drift Cell 7
This short drift cell originates within a 65 m wide zone of divergence 
just north of the Commencement Bay f'arina. This zone includes a low, 
eroding bank and a wide, gently-sloping intertidal sand shelf (see Drift 
Cell 6). Southerly net shore-drift is evidenced by an accreting wedge of 
sand beneath the marina's northern piers and by an increasing slope of the 
foreshore south of the divergence zone. The terminus of this drift cell 
lies just within the northern boundary of the marina. The marina docks, 
boathouses, and other floating facilities disrupt and damp the waves and 
block sediment transport farther into the marina.
City of Tacoma and the Port of Tacoma
A significant portion of the Commencement Bay shore has become indus­
trialized to the extent that no shore drift occurs (Fig. 19). This water­
front zone extends from the Hylebos Waterv/ay to the shore 2.5 km northwest 
of the City Waterway (see Fig. 21). The absence of shore drift is the result 
of numerous factors. First, the seaward end of the Puyallup River delta 
has been transformed into a deep water port facility by dredge and fill 
operations since the early 1880's (Figs. 20 and21 ). Modification of the 
delta extends out to the delta-front slope, inhibiting the development of 
beaches. Second, there is no source of sediment input into the area except 
fine-grained material from the Puyallup River. The river and all of the
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Figure 19. Aerial view looking southeast at the Port of Tacoma, an
area of nansd.
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FIGURE 20. 1877 historical map of Commencement Bay and Tacoma waterfront. 
Dotted line is the approximate mean lower low-water line. 
(Modified from Bortleson and others, 1980, sheet 8.)
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Figure 21. 1377 shoreline of the Puyallup River delta superimposed
over the 1931 Port of Tacoma waterfront.
Ti
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v/aterways arc defended from wave attack and erosion by concrete levees, 
riprap, and wooden moorage facilities. Ongoing dredging of the waterways 
removes the bulk of the sediment that does reach the waterfront. Third, 
the southwest shore of Commencement Bay is backed by steep relict bluffs 
descending directly to the deepest area of the bay. The shore here has 
been defended with riprap a substantial distance onto the lower foreshore 
along the entire city waterfront. The location of these coastal defenses 
and an extremely narrow foreshore preclude shore drift and favor direct 
offshore removal of sediment.
Drift Cell 8
This drift cell is located near the Old Town Dock on Schuster Parkv/ay. 
The short cell exists in an embayment between two structures built across 
the foreshore. Northwest waves refract around the northwestern-most 
facility, causing the waves to transport sediment in a southeasterly 
direction. The southeasterly net shore-drift is exhibited by an increase 
in beach width, slope, and height toward the terminus at Commencement Bay 
Park. The park has been built across the foreshore and forms a barrier to 
sediment transport, resulting in an accumulation of sand on the updrift 
side. There is no .natural source of sediment supply to this drift cell.
All of the sediment is derived from fill, debris, and riprap used as coastal 
defenses. During storms, some of the sediment may be moved past the terminus 
but is lost to deep (60, m) water just east of the park.
Drift Cell 9
The zone of divergence for this drift cell is located approximately 
250-300 m southeast of the American Smelting and Refining Company (ASARCO). 
Northeast waves impinge on a protrusion in the shoreline, directing the
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net shore-drift In a southeasterly direction. Along a 2.5 km stretch of 
heavily defended coastline numerous commercial establishments and debris 
piles extend across the foreshore. Sediment accumulates on the north­
west (updrift) side of these obstructions, but they can be bypassed during 
storm conditions along a narrow shelf at the extreme lower foreshore.
Shore drift continues southeasterly until terminating near the site of the 
old Dickman Lumber Company premises, which projects offshore past the lower 
foreshore shelf. The sediment supply to this drift cell is from the debris 
and riprap constituting the coastal defenses. The entire shoreline of north 
Tacoma has been intensly modified throughout this century, initially to 
accomodate railroads and lumber mills. Ongoing commercial development that 
uses floating docks, piers, and pilings results in the formation of multiple 
short drift cells that occur between the structures. As of May 7, 1982, 
five new structures were under construction, with more to follow. As of 
this report date. Drift Cell 9 may not exist as one unit.
Drift Cell 10
This 200 m drift cell is the result of northeast waves impinging on 
a rounded protrusion, approximately 200-250 m southeast of ASARCO. The 
refracted waves move sediment in a northwesterly direction of net shore- 
drift. Sediment is supplied to this drift cell by weathered coastal defense 
material and debris occasionally dumped onto the upper foreshore. The 
drift direction is indicated by a gradual fining of the mean sediment size, 
an increase in beach width and slope, and an accumulation of sediment 
abutting the southeast border of ASARCO. The plant is built out into deep 
water atop a slag fill, which impedes sediment movement and results in the 
terminus of the drift cell.
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Northwest of Drift Cell 10, there is a coastal stretch approximately 
700 m long made up of waste slag dumped seaward of the property owned by 
the American Smelting and Refining Company (ASARCO). This produces suitable 
fill material for the expansion of the ASARCO plant, the Tacoma Yacht Club, 
and Warter Marina. Extending 200-250 m north of this area, multiple piers 
and riprap along Point Defiance Park, and the Point Defiance Ferry dock 
further modify the shore. Most of these structures extend well out into 
deep water, precluding any form of shore drift.
Drift Cell 11
This drift cell encompasses the shore from the Point Defiance Boat 
House to the northwest tip of Point Defiance Park. Northeasterly waves 
strike the shore at an oblique angle, directing the net shore-drift to 
the northwest. A large seawall extends from this point to Owens Beach, 
approximately 1 km to the northwest. The foreshore on the northwest side 
of the Point Defiance Boat House exhibits foreshore erosion that is typical 
downdrift of drift obstructions. The narrow wave-cut platform here is 
partially covered by a veneer of large pebbles and cobbles. Areas of the 
exposed clay platform are evident where the base of the seawall is being 
undercut. To the northwest the foreshore widens, mean sediment size 
decreases, and the base of the seawall is no longer exposed by erosion. 
Approximately 500 m farther along the shore toward Owens Beach is a 2m 
landward offset in the seawall to accomodate a set of stairs to the beach. 
Wave action has undercut a portion of the stairs and completely washed away 
the fill material beneath them. An abandoned boat ramp at Owens Beach has 
a minor amount of sediment accumulated on the southeast side and shows a 
modest amount of erosion on the northwest side at the lowest limit of the
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foreshore. North of Owens Beach the drift cell is well supplied with 
sediment from bluff failure because of wave attack on undefended bluffs 
composed mostly of sand and clayey silt. Numerous cedar and fir trees 
have fallen across the foreshore and have accumulations of sand on the 
updrift sides. Following a westerly turn in the coastline, sediment is 
transported to the tip of Point Defiance by the influence of north and 
northeasterly waves. In Pierce County, Point Defiance is one of two 
locations where there is a complete loss of sediment at a drift terminus 
(Fig. 22). The deep water channel of The Narrows acts as a sediment sink 
at the tip of the point. A spit at the tip of Point Defiance would require 
the presence of a spit platform (Meistrell, 1966). The tidal currents 
moving through The Narrows are great enough to scour sediments from the 
steep nearsnore and littoral zones, inhibiting the development of a spit 
platform, resulting in offshore sediment transport, flaximum spring flood 
and ebb tides reach velocities of 10.17 km/hr and 8.51 km/hr respectively 
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1973)
Drift Cell 12
The west shore of The Narrows comprises one long drift cell. The 
zone of divergence is near a lagoon at Titlow Park, with the terminus 
located 7 km to the north at Point Defiance. Waves from a soutnwest 
principal fetch impinge on a low promontory adjacent to Titlow Park, 
transporting sediment in a northerly direction of net shore-drift. Between 
this promontory and Salmon Beach, the coastline is defended by riprap that 
protects the Burlington Northern Railroad tracks. For most of the length 
of the drift cell, there is very little sediment input. Low bluffs at the 
zone of divergence initially supply the drift cell with coarse sand and 
gravel. Approximately 100 m north of the origin, a groin fronting the
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Figure 22. Sediment being removed from the foreshore of Point Defiance.
Note the low scarp being eroded into the foreshore sediment 
as the tide rises.
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Tacoma Outboard Association's boat ramp has an accumulation of sediment on 
its south side. Most of the initial sediment is trapped here, producing 
a 2 m vertical offset in the beach profile. The foreshore along the 
remainder of the riprap defense is typically covered with a veneer of 
gravel and weathered pieces of the riprap. One exception to this occurs 
near the base of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge where an accumulation of sediment 
abuts the south side of a sewage outfall pipe. At the north end of the rip­
rap defense, wave action is eroding the adjacent bluffs. Sediment from 
these bluffs is accumulated in a small wedge on the south side of a>Salmon 
Beach residence. North of Salmon Beach, the undefended bluffs of Point 
Defiance Park supply sand and gravel sediments to the foreshore. Sediment 
is ultimately transported to the terminus at the tip of Point Defiance.
Rapid tidal currents here scour sediment from the nearshore and littoral 
zone, inhibiting the development of an accretional coastal form. Beach 
material is removed to the deep water of The Narrows, resulting in a net 
loss of sediment at the drift cell terminus.
NET SHORE-DRIFT
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MET SHORE-DRIFT COASTAL REGION 2
Drift Cell 13
This drift cell lies in the southv/est wind shadow of Days Island and 
shows a short reversal in the overall northerly net shore-drift trend along 
this coastline. The drift cell originates 200 m north of the Marrows Marina, 
and frorr, this area there is a southerly component of net shore-drift toward 
the marina. The direction of shore drift has resulted from v/aves refracting 
around the north end of Days Island, as well as waves approaching from 
the northwest. The southerly net shore-drift is indicated initially by 
a southward displacement of the Titlow Park lagoon distributary channel 
and fan. Farther south, the foreshore exhibits a marked increase in width, 
slope, and height. Sediment transport is subdued by docks, piers, and 
pilings of condominiums just north of the marina. Only tfie very fine­
grained sediment from this drift cell reaches the marina.
Drift Cell 14
The drift cell encompassing the coastline from Steilacoom to the 
Days Island Marina is unusual. Riprap coastal defenses dominating the 
shore and a dam on Chambers Creek have eliminated the original sources of 
beach sediment. However, there is an unexpectedly high amount of beach 
sediment transported towards the north, and prograding sand beaches where 
these should not ordinarily occur. These conditions can be explained by 
ongoing human interference along selected areas of this coastline.
Two artificial sources supply most of the beach sediment. The first 
is Sunnyside Beach, beginning 100 m northeast of the divergent zone.
Between the years 1975 and 1978, the Glacier Sand and Gravel Company 
contributed 22,200 cubic yards of waste sand to the community of Steil- 
acoom for the development of the public beach (Eric Nelson, U.S. Army
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Corps of Engineers, personal communication, 1982). About the turn of the 
century a sand and gravel quarry produced a man made headland that Is the 
present site of the beach In the area (Lynn Schole, Stellacoom Historical 
Society, personal communication 1982). Artificial beach nourishment was 
necessitated by Increased erosion along the man made headland (Eric Nelson, 
personal communication, 1982). Presently, most of this material Is being 
moved offshore, forming a wide, sandy Intertidal zone. Evidence for a 
northerly net shore-drift Is exhibited by erosion on the downdrift (north) 
side of wooden pile bulkheads, sand accumulated on the south side of rock- 
falls on the foreshore, and a northerly displacement of a portion of the 
waste sand. In addition, the Glacier and Lone Star sand and gravel 
companies have built barge transhipment facilities, just north of Chambers 
Creek. Sand Is added to the beach sediment by spillage during periods of 
barge loading, and by wave attack on sand and pebble platforms built on 
the foreshore as storage sites. Each platform has developed a northward 
prograding spit on the north side. Indicating continued northerly net 
shore-drift
Continuing north, one finds that numerous groins crossing the fore­
shore trap sediment on their updrift sides. The accumulated sand wedges 
typically produce a vertical offset of 0.5 to 0.75 m in the beach profile, 
higher on the south side. Near the terminus of the drift cell a recurved 
spit Is prograding eastward from the north end of Days Island. Southwest 
waves refracting around the Island, combined with northerly waves, direct 
the shore drift to the east, then south into an embayment separating Days 
Island from the mainland at Its northern tip. It should be noted that the 
south end of Days Island Is tied to the mainland by a heavily modified 
tombolo. Historical maps dating back to 1867 do not clearly depict a
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separation of the island and mainlandi however, reference to Days Island 
by the Wilkes Expedition in 1841 (Morgan. 1979), suggests the presence of 
an island. Dredging now keeps the channel open to Day Island Marina.
Drift Cell 15
Most of the shore fronting the town of Steilacoom is within this 
drift cell. Wind-generated waves from a northerly principal fetch trans­
port sediment to the southwest, toward the drift cell terminus at Gordon 
Point. The zone of divergence, centered along the Steilacoom shore, 
includes a relatively narrow foreshore covered by a veneer of sand and 
gravel. Southwest of the ferry landing there are small areas exposing till 
of the wave-cut platform. As the coastline continues to the southwest, 
there is a marked increase in beach width, slope, and height, eventually 
terminating in a cuspate spit at Gordon Point. The presence of this cuspate 
spit indicates the convergence of two drift cells.
Drift Cell 16
A short coastal stretch, just south of Solo Point, is the origin of 
this drift cell. This drift divergence is unusual because, unlike most 
others, it does not supply sediment to shore drift, and none of the fore­
shore is actually exposed during the low tide cycle. A 5 to 8 m high, 
fitted-stone seawall has been built into the lower foreshore to protect 
two parallel railroad tracks and fill supporting them. On site geomorphic 
evidence of shore drift along this coastal stretch has been obscured by 
this modification. However, there is enough evidence indicating opposite 
directions of net shore-drift on both sides of this area to justify the
designation of it as a divergence zone.
A northerly direction of net shore-drift is indicated by Solo Point. 
The point is the modified delta fan of an unnamed creek draining the up-
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land of Fort Lewis. In plan view the delta shows a progradation of its 
south flank and a northerly displacement of the major distributary channels. 
As discussed by Chrzastowski (19C2), deltas or intertidal fans can act as 
obstacles to shore drift in a fashion similar to groins. A concrete boat- 
ramp has been built across the north flank of the delta. Shore drift to 
the north is indicated by sediment accumulated on the south side and by 
erosion that undercuts the concrete slabs on the north side. From Solo 
Point to the drift terminus at Gordon Point, the coastline is defended by 
riprap protecting railroad tracks. Since the building of the railroad, in 
1910-1912, shore drift throughout this area has been minimal. Within 500 m 
of Gordon Point an intertidal spit is prograding northward across the mouth 
of a small embayment. The prograding spit has encroached upon a fan 
within the embayment, deflecting the drainage channel to the north. Gordon 
Point is a wave maintained cuspate spit at the convergence of Drift Cells 
15 and 16.
Drift Cell 17
This drift cell is a short reversal in a mostly northward regional 
drift pattern. Waves from a northerly principal fetch, through Cormorant 
Passage, direct sediment transport in a southwesterly direction. The 
origin of the cell is just southwest of Solo Point, fronting a wall of 
coastal defenses (see Drift Cell 16). The southwesterly net shore-drift 
is indicated by a 250 to 300 m stretch of beach significantly increasing in 
width, slope, and height, and terminating at Tasolo Point to the south­
west
Drift Cell 18
The net shore-drift within this coastal stretch is northeasterly.
A rounded coastal divergence zone from 600 to 800 m south of Sequalitchew
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Creek Is the origin of the drift cell. This zone includes a gravel- 
covered upper foreshore and an extensive sand and mud lower foreshore, 
which lies within the seaward boundary of the Misqually River Delta.
Bluffs of glacial drift immediately backing the foreshore are defended 
by riprap and wooden retaining structures that show signs of erosion and 
collapse. This 200 m (possibly 300 m) sector has been determined to be 
the zone of drift divergence because of collapsing bluff defenses that seem 
to be the only evidence of foreshore erosion. The coastal stretch here 
is undergoing a period of readjustment in relation to the principal 
fetch direction and sediment movement. An original northward direction 
of net shore-drift was locally reversed by the emplacement of a long jetty 
(Foss Tug). This jetty caused a wave shadow to its north, resulting in 
a reversal of drift direction to the south of this drift cell, and the 
formation of a divergent zone to the north of the delta.
Sequalitchew Creek enters the Nisqually Reach just south of the 
Weyerhauser-Dupont transhipment dock. The creek has developed a large 
asymmetrical intertidal fan. The fan acts in a fashion similar to a 
groin, trapping sediment and building a broad prograded foreshore on the 
updrift side (southwest). The foreshore here is prograding seaward and to 
the northeast, encroaching on the creek's distributary channels. At 
present, the channels are displaced approximately 10 m to the northeast 
as a result of the northerly net shore-drift. Adjacent to Sequalitchew 
Creek there is a large northward prograding gravel beach. This beach is 
the site of Weyerhauser's docking facilities. The northerly net shore- 
drift is indicated by an increase in the width, slope, and height of the 
foreshore. A backshore, developed about midway along the beach, increases 
in width until it intersects the dock, where it rapidly decreases in width.
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ending within 75 m. A row of wooden piles has been driven into the berm 
crest along this beach. A substantial amount of drift material has accu­
mulated on the south side but is completely absent on the north side 
(Fig. 23).
Tv/o asymmetrical, seav/ard-prograding beaches are located at dif­
ferent sites north of Ueyerhauser's dock. Both beaches gradually increase 
in width, slope and height, only to taper rapidly to an end just north 
of the farthest seaward protrusion of the coastline. These beaches act as 
temporary barriers to sediment transport. The terminus of the drift cell 
is at Tatsolo Point, where the shore configuration diminishes the influence 
of southwesterly wave action. The point forms a wind-shadow, resulting in 
a shore drift reversal on its north side.
Drift Cell 19
This drift cell originates in a broad divergence zone extending 200 
to 300 m north of the Foss Tug jetjty. The southwesterly net shore-drift 
is a short reversal of the regional northward coastal drift pattern.
Subtle evidence for this reversal is a southerly decrease in mean sediment 
size and an increase in beach slope. The terminus of the drift cell is 
the north side of the jetty, where a small cuspate spit has developed on 
top of the jetty. This spit form indicates the convergence of two opposing
drift cells.
Presumably this drift cell has existed only since 1940, when the 
jetty was constructed (Phil White, Weyerhauser representative, personal 
communication, 1982). The jetty is composed of sand built up along a row 
of wooden piles. A study by CH2M-Hill (1978) predicts a period of 30 
years until the southwest arm of the jetty is eroded to the level of mean
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Figure 23. Shore drift accumulation against the southwest side of the 
Weyerhauser dock at Dupont. Net shore-drift is from left to 
right in this photograph.
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lov/er low water. As erosion continues the waves refracting around the 
tip of the jetty tend to cause the divergence zone to migrate southward.
If the process is allowed to continue, this drift cell will eventually 
merge with Drift Cells 18 and 20, forming one northerly component of net 
shore-drift.
Drift Cell 20
Evidence for sediment transport begins approximately 200 m south of 
the Foss Tug jetty. Evidence for northerly drift includes downed trees and 
rockfalls across the upper foreshore with small updrift accumulations of 
fine-grained sediments and a wave maintained cuspate spit, indicating the 
convergence of two drift cells. The jetty acts as the terminus for this 
drift cell. However, overv/ash fans along the sandy ridge topping the 
jetty, and erosion at the northwest end, allow sediment to bypass this 
barrier occationally.
Southwest of Drift Cell 20 are the inlets and salt marshes of the 
Nisqually River Delta. From: 200 m south of the jetty to the Nisqually 
River, wave influence on shore drift is minimal, no shore drift is evident. 
The river serves as the boundary between Pierce and Thurston counties.
West of the county line a net shore-drift investigation has been conducted 
by Hatfield (1983).
Drift Cell 21
The north shore of Ketron Island is dominated by northeast waves.
This short drift cell originates on the island's northeast tip and ends 
within 100 m in a cuspate spit developed on the northwest end. Ketron 
Island's northeast shore has a steep 5 m high bluff, fronted by a wave-
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cut platform on till. The sediment supplied to the drift cell moves 
rapidly in a westerly direction of net shore-drift, leaving the foreshore 
at the divergence zone almost devoid of sediment cover. West of the 
divergence zone, the foreshore sediment forms a gravel beach, increasing in 
width, slope and height until reaching the spit. The cuspate spit indi­
cates the convergence of two drift cells. Most of the sediment that forms 
the spit is supplied by a drift cell on the west shore of the island 
(Drift Cell 24). However, the topography and coastline configuration 
allow the influence of northeast waves to supply a minor amount of sediment 
from the east and to maintain the spit form.
Drift Cell 22
The southerly direction of net shore-drift within this cell is the 
result of northeasterly wave action. The east side of Ketron Island lies 
in the lee of Tatsolo Point, which forms a wind-shadow for southwest waves. 
The zone of divergence is located at the northeast tip of the island.
This site includes a wave-cut platform backed by a 5 m high till bluff.
Most of the sediment supplied by bluff failure and wave attack is trans­
ported to the south, leaving the platform stripped of a sediment cover.
As the coastline turns south, the foreshore increases in width, slope 
and height. A berm crest is gradually developed protecting the backing 
bluffs. Two drift obstructions are located approximately 100 m north of 
the ferry,landing. First, a row of pilings and logs bound together have 
been placed perpendicular to the shore, with an accumulation of sediment 
producing aim vertical offset in the beach profile on the north side. 
Second, sediment has accumulated on the north side of a disintegrating 
boat ramp, causing the immediate downdrift side to be sediment starved.
The effects of erosion on the downdrift side of a drift obstacle are well
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illustrated by this boat ramp. A low beach scarp along this coastal 
stretch has been eroded back 1 m, and the boat ramp has been completely 
undercut (Fig. 24). South of the ferry landing the mean sediment size 
gradually decreases, from cobbles to pebbles, then it abruptly changes to 
sand at the toe of an unstable bluff composed of glacial outwash sand.
The sand-sized grains are the main component of the beach sediment along 
the shore only to the south. The terminus of the cell is reached 300 m 
south of the ferry landing at an eastwardly-prograding cuspate spit.
Drift Cell 23
A 30 m high bluff of glacial drift, at the south end of Ketron Island, 
is the origin of this drift cell. The net shore-drift is directed to the 
northeast by southwest waves impinging on the south end of the island.
The divergence zone includes a wide, v/ave-cut platform covered with a 
veneer of pebbles, cobbles, and boulders. To the northeast, the mean 
sediment size decreases as the foreshore increases in width and slope.
Two arcuate beach forms, midway in the drift cell, may be mistaken for 
cuspate spits, but shore drift readily bypasses these. It is noteworthy 
that the sediment uniformly decreases in size from south to north along 
each of these prograded beaches. Sediment transport continues to the 
northeast, with sediment occasionally accumulating on the south sides of 
log barriers, until reaching the drift cell terminus 300 m south of the 
ferry landing. At this point a small coastal promontory is fronted by 
an eastwardly-prograding cuspate spit, indicating the convergence of two 
drift cells.
Drift Cell 24
This drift cell encompasses the entire west side of Ketron Island.
The divergence zone occurs where southwest waves impinge on the south end
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Figure 24. Erosion undercutting a boat ramp just north of the Ketron 
Island ferry landing. Net shore-drift is from right to left.
1
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of the Island, forming a highly unstable bluff 30 m high fronted by a wide 
wave-cut platform. Slope failure and wave attack along 900 m of unde­
fended bluffs keep the drift cell well supplied with sediment. This 
process results In poorly sorted sediment covering the foreshore through 
the proximal half of the drift cell.
A northerly direction of net shore-drift is Indicated by sediment 
accumulated on the south side of fallen logs. Beginning near the mid­
point of the west shore of the Island, a backshore develops as the fore­
shore increases In width, slope, and height. The formation of berm crests 
and a backshore enables the backshore bluff morphology to become more 
subdued toward the north, within 300 m of the island's north end there Is 
a small lagoon. An unnamed creek has been dammed by a gravel spit pro­
grading northward across the mouth of an ernbayment. The drainage channel 
has been displaced 100 m to the north and is presently eroding the toe of 
a low bluff along the north side of the ernbayment. The water level in the 
lagoon is about 4 m above the mean lower low waterline. At the time of the 
field investigation (April, 1982), the lagoon was draining into Puget 
Sound by way of a shallow channel near the north side of the ernbayment. 
However, several isolated spits and relict drainage channels suggest occa­
sional periods of more complete damming of the lagoon.
A site just north of the lagoon has been modified to extend the back- 
shore seaward for commercial use. This area has been abandoned for an 
undetermined period of time, and wave action is currently reshaping the 
foreshore profile and eroding the modified area back to its original con­
figuration (Fig. 25).
The drift cell terminates in a cuspate spit on the northwest end 
of the island, indicating a convergence of two drift cells. Most of the
Figure 25. Wave action has eroded fill from beneath a ramp at an abandoned 
concrete plant (northwest Ketron Island). Much of the area 
adjacent to this ramp has been eroded landward 4 meters.
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sediment comprising the spit originates within this drift cell. The form 
of the spit is maintained primarily by waves from opposing directions.
NET SHORE-DRIFT
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Drift Cell 25
This drift cell originates 2 km north of Point Richmond. Northerly 
net shore-drift is influenced by the southeasterly principal fetch with­
in Colvos Passage. The drift divergence zone includes a low bluff that is 
fronted by a wave-cut platform across till. The foreshore at this site 
is thinly covered by pebbles and cobbles. Evidence indicating the 
direction of net shore-drift is exhibited by a gradual decrease to the 
north in mean sediment size, accumulations of sediment on the south side 
of drift obstructions, and erosion of the foreshore and bluff on the down- 
drift (north) side of bulkhead offsets. Approximately 400 m of this drift 
cell actually lies within Pierce County. The terminus is located at an 
unconfirmed site in Kitsap County (Taggart, in progress).
Drift Cell 26
This drift cell originates in a zone of divergence 2 km north of 
Point Richmond and displays a southerly net shore-drift. It terminates at 
Point Richmond, a cuspate spit. Northeasterly waves influence sediment 
transport along this coastal stretch. Throughout most of its length the 
drift cell is supplied by sediment from undefended coastal bluffs composed 
of glacial outwash and till. The divergence zone is stripped of sediment 
cover, and a wave-cut platform across till is exposed. From this location 
to a point 300 m to the south (Hanson Construction Company), the beach 
width and slope gradually increase. At the construction company a series 
of rock groins extends seaward from a man made promontory, each groin has 
an accumulation of sediment on the north side. Each accumulated sand 
wedge produces a vertical offset of 0«5 to 0.75 m in the beach profile. 
Wave action scours the foreshore and erodes the adjacent bluffs on the
NET SHORE-DRIFT COASTAL REGION 3
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south side of the promontory, leaving a pebble- and cobble-covered beach 
face. To the southeast, the mean sediment size gradually decreases, 
beach slope increases, and numerous bulkhead offsets and boat ramps have 
sediment accumulated on the north sides. Near Point Pxichmond the coast­
line turns to the east. The change in coastal orientation is a primary 
factor in sediment accretion at the point. The eastwardly projected 
promontory causes a wind-shadow, diminishing the influence of northerly 
waves on the shore south of the point.
Drift Cell 27
Sediment transport along this coastal stretch is initiated by v/aves 
originating in The Narrows. The origin of this drift cell is located 
along a 200 to 300 m zone near the southeast side of a headland forming 
the east coastline of Gig Harbor. The zone of divergence includes a 
bluff 25 m high and a wave-cut platform covered by pebbles, cobbles, and an 
occasional boulder. Northward from this zone, a narrow backshore has 
developed, and the bluff morphology becomes more subdued. In add1tion..to 
the divergence zone, several areas of slope failure have contributed sed­
iment to the foreshore. Between these locations sediment generally fines 
to the north. Along two residential areas, sediment has accumulated on the 
south side (updrift) of bulkhead offsets and boat ramps. The southernmost 
of these. Second Landing, is also the site of Sunrise Beach County Park. 
Wave action has eroded fill from behind the north end of a wooden pile 
bulkhead. Erosion is a typical response to a bulkhead that has been con­
structed away from the bluff and not adequately tied back into the bluff 
face. Northerly net shore-drift is further indicated by numerous small 
stream channels deflected to the north and two small oblique bars (oriented 
to the northeast) across a wide sandy intertidal shelf at Sea Cliff park.
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Drift Cell 28
The origin of this cell is within a divergence zone beginning 300 m 
east of the entrance to Gig Harbor. Shore drift within this area is 
initiated by waves originating in The Narrows and through Dalco Passage. 
These east and southeasterly waves impinge on the southeast side of a 
narrow headland and are refracted, in part, into Gig Harbor. Sediment 
is supplied to the drift cell by an eroding till bluff at the divergence 
zone. The foreshore at the base of the bluff is covered with poorly- 
sorted sand, pebbles, and cobbles. A westerly direction of net shore- 
drift is indicated by a decrease in mean sediment size, minor accumulations 
of sediment of the east side of bulkhead offsets, and a recurved spit at 
the mouth of Gig Harbor (Fig. 26). Most of the length of the drift cell 
is taken up by the spit and divergence zone. Tidal current action scours 
the v/aterway between the spit and west shore of Gig Harbor, maintaining 
a narrow navigable channel. The narrow v/idth of this channel was commented 
on by midshipman Joseph Perry Sanford of the Wilkes Expedition in 1842, 
he states "...the passage is about 10 or 15 yards wide and it gradually 
widens until it forms a circular basin" (Morgan, 1979, p. 51). This 
description varies little from the present spit configuration, indicating 
very little westward growth in 140 years.
Net shore-drift continues to the north, terminating at Point Richmond, a
cuspate spit.
Drift Cell 29
Drift Cell 29 is located on the southeast shore of Gig Harbor. Wave
energy at the south end of the harbor is low. As a result of the limited
fetch and surrounding uplands, infrequent wind-generated waves have little
impact on sediment transport. The origin of this drift cell is approx-
Figure 26. Recurved spit at the entrance to Gig Harbor.
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imately 200 to 250 m north of the entrance to the harbor. Small amounts 
of sediment are supplied to tlie foreshore throughout the cell's length, 
primarily by mass wasting and subaerial erosion. The mid- and upper 
foreshore are covered with a veneer of gravel, and the lower foreshore is 
primarily mixed sand and mud. Most of the movement along this coastal 
stretch is offshore, but there are subtle indicators of a southerly 
direction of net shore-drift. From the divergence zone, the foreshore 
slope steadily increases until reaching the drift cell terminus on tiie 
harbor side of a recurved spit at the entrance to Gig Harbor (see Fig.
26). Additionally, small accumulations of sediment consistently occur 
on the north side of drift obstructions, with erosion occuring on the 
downdrift sides.
Drift Cell 30
The northerly net shore-drift of this cell is produced by unusual 
circumstances. This drift cell is influenced by waves from a southerly 
fetch. The spit at the harbor entrance produces a wind-shadow affecting 
only a 200 to 250 m stretch of coastline. Originating from this point, 
strong southerly waves direct tiie shore drift nortnward toward the terminus 
at tiie north end of the harbor. The direction of net siiore-drift is indi­
cated by numerous small accumulations of sediment on the south side of 
bulkhead offsets and boat ramps. The shore within this drift cell has 
been modified by numerous connected bulkheads. The bulkheads seriously 
deplete the foreshore's sediment supply, resulting in a higher degree of 
erosion than is usually seen on the downdrift side of shore drift obstruc­
tions.
The northwest and southwest shores of Gig Harbor have been heavily
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modified for commercial use. Several marinas, floating docks, and piers 
inhibit direct wave action along this shore. As a result of the modified 
coastline no significant evidence of net shore-drift exists.
Drift Cell 31
The origin of this drift cell lies within a wide divergence zone 
located approximately 300 to 700 m south of Gig Harbor. The divergence zone 
is situated where southeasterly and northeasterly waves attack undefended 
bluffs of glacial drift. Waves approaching this zone exert equal influence 
on the coastline, first moving sediment to the north, then to the south in 
response to the varying wind directions. The result is wide limits on the 
north to south shifting divergence zone.
Within the limits of this drift cell, a northerly net shore-drift 
has resulted from southeasterly waves. Definite indicators of the dir­
ection of shore drift occur within 300 m of the entrance to Gig Harbor.
The direction is exhibited by sediment accumulated on the south side of 
reinforced pilings, beneath structures built over the foreshore. Farther 
north, indicators include an increase in beach width and slope, as well 
as two large v/edges of sand accumulated against the south side of offsets 
in a bulkhead supporting a now-abandoned ferry landing. The termination 
of this drift cell is a large, northerly-prograding beach just north of 
the entrance to Gig Harbor. At the north end of tiiis beach, there is a 
rapid transition from drift cell sands to harbor muds. Wave energy is 
quickly damped by the constricted entrance of the harbor, so the ability 
to transport sand-sized particles (or larger) is lost over the short 
distance of the terminus.
Drift Cell 32
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The coastline within this drift cell extends from a zone 300 to 700 
m south of Gig Harbor to a terminus at Point Evans. The morphology of 
this coastline is unusual in three aspects. First, bluff erosion is more 
active and is supplying much more sediment to the foreshore near the ter­
minus than near the origin. Second, the foreshore near the terminus is 
narrower than at the beginning of the drift cell. Third, the terminus of 
the drift cell, receiving considerable amounts of sediment, is covered with 
only a veneer of coarse sand and gravel. If casually observed, these indi­
cators suggest a south-to-north progression of shore drift within this drift 
cell. However, more numerous and conclusive evidence supports an interpre­
tation of a southerly direction of net shore-drift.
The most influentual factor determining the drift cell morphology is 
a sediment sink off the tip of Point Evans. Bathymetric evidence shows 
nearshore slopes steeply descend to a main channel depth of 40+ m. Rapid 
(10.2 km/hr flood, 8.5 km/hr ebb, N.O.A.A., 1973) and voluminous tidal 
currents redistribute sediment from the foreshore and nearshore to the 
main channel, precluding the development of a spit platform (Meistrell, 
1966). Sediment does not remain on the foreshore long enough to develop 
a beach or backshore to protect 1 to 2 km of coastline from wave attack.
The result is highly unstable bluffs fronted by a foreshore which lacks 
sediment cover.
Direct evidence of southerly net shore-drift includes small stream 
channel distributaries deflected southward and sediment accumulated on the 
north side of logs and culverts across the upper foreshore. Recent and 
past landslides have acted in a fashion similar to groins, accumulating 
sediment on the updrift side (north).
Additionally, this coastal stretch, in the wind-shadow of Point Evans,
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Is exposed to a northerly fetch that is one of the longest affecting 
Pierce County coastlines, approxii.;ately 20 kn through Colvos Passage.
Drift Cell 33
Tin's drift cell originates in a zone of divergence along the south­
east side of Point Fosdick. Soutiieasterly waves impinge on the point, 
directing shore drift to the northeast toward the terminus at Point Evans.
The foreshore of the divergence zone is covered by coarse sand, pebbles, 
cobbles, and an occasional boulder supplied by near-vertical bluffs com­
posed of glacial drift. The direction of net shore-drift is indicated by 
sediment accumulated on the south side of drift obstructions, erosion on 
the downdrift side of drift obstructions, a 10 m northerly deflection of 
an unnamed scream channel, and a general decrease in mean sediment size 
tov;ard the terminus. A rock groin beneath the Narrows Bridge is an excellent 
example of shoreline response to shore drift obstructions (Fig. 27).
Sediment transported to the terminus is lost into a sediment sink off the 
tip of Point Evans.
Drift Cell 34
Shore drift within this drift cell is in response to southeasterly 
waves. Beginning in the divergence zone at Point Fosdick, shore drift is 
directed first to the northwest, then northward as waves refract around 
the point into Wollochet Bay. A large prograded lobe of sediment near 
Point Fosdick is the initial indicator of northerly net shore-drift.
This lobe developed in response to a decrease in wave energy as the coast­
line turns to parallel the direction of principal fetch. Bulkhead offsets 
throughout most of this cell consistently have accumulations of sediment 
on the south sides. Two small asymmetrical intertidal fans within Wollochet 
Bay have been developed by Sullivan Creek and an unnamed creek draining
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Figure 27. Rock groin obstructing net shore-drift and causing erosion 
downdrift (note trees fallen onto foreshore).
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upland Wollochet. The fans have temporarily obstructed the passage of shore 
drift, causing the south flank of the fans to be broad and prograded. A 
small embayment at the mouth of each creek is partially blocked by a north­
ward-prograding spit, so the drainage channels are deflected to the north. 
The terminus of the drift cell lies in the mudflats at the north end of 
V.'ollochet Bay. Drift indicators here are extremely difficult to find 
because of low wave energy and artificial beach material placed in front 
of local residences.
Drift Cell 35
The origin of this drift cell is a coastal stretch to the south of 
East Cromwell. Waves approaching from the southeast influence the north­
easterly direction of shore drift. These waves are partially refracted 
around Magnolia Heights then again at East Cromwell, sweeping northward 
up Wollochet Bay. A seawall protecting the bluffs at the divergence zone 
diminishes the amount of sediment transported from this area and con­
tributes to subtle drift indicators evident within this drift cell. A 
northerly direction of net shore-drift is indicated by a general decrease 
in mean sediment size, sediment accumulated on the south sides of boat- 
ramps, bulkhead offsets, and log falls across the foreshore. Additionally, 
there is a slight northerly deflection of a stream channel just north of the 
Tacoma Yacht Club pier. The terminus of this drift cell lies within the 
mudflats at the north end of Wollochet Bay. Low wave energy and marsh 
grasses growing in the topographically low area preclude a significant 
amount of shore drift.
Drift Cell 36
A northwesterly direction of net shore-drift is exhibited in this 
drift cell. Originating along a partially eroded promontory near East
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Cromwell, shore drift is influenced by southeasterly waves through Hales 
Passage. The divergence zone and proximal 700 m of the drift cell have 
been modified by a seawall, eliminating much of the sediment initially 
supplied to the foreshore. This zone is characterized by a foreshore of 
mixed pebbles and cobbles. Indicators of a northwesterly direction of net 
shore-drift include a nortliward decrease in mean sediment size; increase in 
beach width, slope, and height, and a bluff morphology that is more subdued 
than that at the origin. Additionally, a small creek channel at Sunny 
Bay (Fig. 28) is deflected 20 m to the north, and sediment has accumulated 
on the southeast side of bulkhead offsets and boat ramps. The drift cell 
terminus is a sediment wedge accreting against the southeast side of the 
Fox Island bridge abutment.
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Figure 28. Stream mouth deflection at Sunny Bay. ilet shore-drift is 
from right to left.
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Drift Cell 37
This drift cell originates at the south end of Ray Nash Drive (near 
Arietta). The zone of divergence is influenced by waves approaching from 
the southwest, eroding a wide wave-cut platform at the base of a steep 
5 to 8 m high bluff. The direction of net shore-drift can be determined 
easily because of substantial amounts of sediment supplied by the unpro­
tected bluffs. Shore drift, moving in a southeasterly direction, is 
responsible for diverting several small drainage channels and a large 
stream channel draining a marshy embayment. Mixed cobbles and pebbles 
making up the divergence zone foreshore gradually grade to coarse sand and 
pebbles near the Fox Island bridge. Along the foreshore to the south­
east the beach v/idens and steepens, forming a backshcre. Bluff morphology 
becomes more subdued as the backshore develops and widens. Throughout 
the drift cell, sediment consistently accumulates on the updrift sides o^" 
groins, boat ramps, and bulkhead offsets. The terminus of the drift cell 
is a large, accreting sediment wedge against the Fox Island bridge abutment. 
Drift Cell 38
This short drift cell originates at the end of Ray Nash Drive, south 
of Arietta. Southwesterly waves impinge on a steep 5 to 8 m high bluff 
after crossing Hales Passage between Nearns Point and the Shaws Cove spit. 
Sediment supplied by the eroding bluff is directed to the northwest and 
is deposited on a wide sandy intertidal shelf where the shore turns from 
northwest to southwest. Indicators of the northwest net shore-drift 
include a general decrease in sediment size and increases in beach width 
and bluff stability. Additionally, there is a concentration of drift 
material (debris, logs, etc.) along the upper foreshore and backshore
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where the coastline turns soutliwest, the drift cell terminus. The inter­
tidal shelf at the terminus is arcuate in plan view, extending from 100 
to 150 m southeast into Hales Passage.
Drift Cell 39
The total length of this drift cell is 50 to 100 m, depending on 
seasonal or yearly variation in the location of the divergence zone. 
Southerly waves refracting around the Shaws Cove spit concentrate on a 
short coastal stretch just north of Shaws Cove. Most of this zone is 
protected by a bulkhead built into the upper foreshore. Only minor evidence 
of erosion can be found seaward of the bulkhead; however, at the north 
end there is an actively eroding bluff 10 m high. Sediment supplied by 
this bluff is transported northward to an arcuate, sandy intertidal shelf 
approximately 35 m downdrift. ITidicators of northerly net shore-drift 
include sediment accumulated on the south side of a bulkhead offset and 
boat ramp and a rapid decrease in mean sediment size toward the terminus.
An elbow in the coastline at the drift terminus forms a concentration 
point for drift logs and debris. Residences near the berm crest here 
have accumulations of driftv/ood and foreshore sand encroaching on their 
homes and property. The arcuate shelf at the terminus has prograded south­
east 100 m into Hales Passage.
Drift Cell 40
This drift cell is the result of southerly waves refracting around 
the tip of the Shaws Cove spit. The origin is located along a defended 
coastline approximately 250 to 300 m north of the cove. Sediment supply 
to the drift cell is severely restricted by continuous coastal defenses.
The southerly direction of net shore-drift is primarily exhibited by a 
gradual decrease in mean sediment size from coarse sand and pebbles at the
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origin to mixed mud and clay at the extreme southern end of the cove. 
Additional indicators are found where boat ramps and a series of bulkhead 
braces cross the upper foreshore. Each obstruction has a small amount 
of sediment accumulated on its north side. Additional sediment is supplied 
to the foreshore at the extreme southern end of the cove by slope failure 
and subaerial erosion. The drift cell terminates where shore drift gives 
way to offshore sediment transport.
Drift Cell 41
Green Point is the divergence zone of this drift cell. Southwesterly 
waves impinge on the Green Point headland, directing shore drift north­
easterly toward Shaws Cove. This zone includes a broad wave-cut platform 
covered with a wedge of poorly sorted coarse sand, pebbles, cobbles, and 
boulders. Sediment is supplied to the drift cell by a rapidly eroding 
20 m high bluff at the origin. The drift cell is evenly divided in length, 
half being along the headland and half at a recurved spit forming Shaws 
Cove. The presence of this spit is the best indicator for northeasterly 
net shore-drifti Indicators found along the headland shore include a 
gradual decrease in mean sediment size, sediment accumulated on the west 
side of bulkhead offsets and boat ramps, erosion on the east side of drift 
obstructions, and an increase in beach width, slope, and height toward the 
spit. Terminating at the northern end of the spit, shore drift has built 
a wide sandy shelf extending 100 m seaward on the lee side of the spit. 
Drift Cell 42
The headland at Gfeen Point is the origin of this drift cell. Waves 
generated by southwesterly winds impinge on the headland, directing net 
shore-drift northward toward the terminus at Forest Beach. Within much 
of this drift cell a high wave energy regime is indicated by several
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morphologic features. First, near-vertical v/ave-maintaineJ bluffs are 
present througri tv^o-thirds of the drift cell. Second, for 1030 m north 
of the divergence zone the foreshore zone has a veneer of coarse gravel. Th 
Third, a wide wave-cut platform persists along much of the drift cell, 
occationally exposed through lag on the lower foreshore. The direction 
of net shore-drift is indicated by sediment accumulated on the south 
sides of boat ramps and bulkhead offsets, a decrease in mean sediment size 
and bluff slope near the terminus, and a large northeasterly prograding 
spit at Forest Deach.
Drift Cell 43 -
ilorsehead Bay is a heavily modified, low wave-energy coastal sector. 
Viaves affecting its shore are generated by northwest winds across Carr 
Inlet. These v/aves are partially damped by the narrow entrance to the bay 
and by intense refraction around the spit at Forest Beach. Erosion along 
areas of unprotected shore is primarily the result of tidal action and 
mass wasting. Three indicators of sediment transport are subtle but 
exliibit a southerly direction of net shore-drift. First, a coarse sand 
and pebble foreshore adjacent to the spit grades to mud and clay at the 
south end of the bay. Second, shore drift has deflected numerous small 
drainage channels southward as they cross the foreshore, and two small 
sandy lobes have accreted on the updrift side of schannels downdrift of 
pier pilings. Third, minor accumulations of sediment are built up on the 
north sides of boat ramps. The terminus of this drift cell is a narrow 
tidal mudflat at the south end of the bay.
Drift Cell 44
This drift cell originates in a broad divergence zone 300 m north­
west of Camp Coleman. Transported sediment is directed to the southeast
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by southwesterly predominant waves refracting toward Horsehead Bay. Most 
of the sediment supplied to this drift cell comes from 30 m high bluffs 
at the origin. These bluffs are undergoing rapid erosion, providing 
substantial amounts of sediment to the immediate and downdrift foreshore. 
The southerly net shore-drift is first exhibited by a decrease in mean 
sediment size, from pebbles and cobbles to coarse sand and pebbles. A 
continued southerly shore drift is indicated by sediment accumulated on 
the north sides of bulkhead offsets and boat ramp, erosion on the south 
side of drift obstructions, and a decrease in bluff slope. The terminus 
of -this drift cell is in a narrow tidal mudflat at the south end o'^ the bay 
Drift Cell 45
This drift cell encompasses a coastal stretch from a promontory just 
south of Kopachuck State Park to the mainland end of the Raft Island bridge 
High energy waves influencing the shore drift are from a southwesterly 
principal fetch. Sediment within this drift cell is supplied primarily by 
30 m high bluffs along the promontory. A thick wedge of coarse sand, 
gravel and boulders has developed on the foreshore of the promontory.
The northerly direction of net shore-drift is indicated by a gradual 
decrease in mean sediment size and accreting sediment on the updrift sides 
of boat ramps and groins. An unusual series of indicators is found along 
this coastal stretch. Asymmetrical lobes of gravel are oriented at an 
oblique angle to the shoreline. They generally have gently sloping sides 
on the updrift side, steeply sloping sides on the downdrift sides, and 
hooked seaward ends pointing in the downdrift direction. These lobes 
suggest the occurence of northerly migrating cusp-type sediment waves 
(Sonu, 1969). Bluff morphology is a significant indicator within this 
drift cell. At the origin there are unstable near-vertical bluffs, by
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midway in the cell, stable heavily vegetated slopes have developed; and 
near the terminus the bluffs have been reduced to a gentle rise. Within 
300 m of the terminus a lagoon has developed behind a 100 m spit. The 
spit is prograding to the north, offsetting the drainage channel and almost 
entirely isolating the lagoon, A local residence has modified the narrow 
openim to the lagoon, attempting to drain the lagoon through the distal 
end of the spit into the bay. Thus far, this action has not proved suc­
cessful, as each tidal cycle reforms the original drainage channel. At 
the terminus of this drift cell there is a large sand spit built up between 
the bridge pilings. An east-west oriented shoreline, along with the bridge 
pilings, sufficiently weaken wave energy causing the drift material to be 
deposited beneath the bridge.
Drift Cells 46-53
Drift cells 46 through 53 lie within narrow inlets and waterways 
making up an area known as "Rosedale Bay". Wave action throughout this 
region is extremely low. Wave movement is limited by fetch, water depth, 
narrow channels, sinuous waterways, intense wave refraction, and west- 
northwesterly wind that is infrequent (1.6%) and low in speed (6,2-8.8 
km/hr). Much of the coastline in this area is modified by coastal def­
enses, including brick walls, concrete bulkheads, and v/ooden retaining 
walls. These structures have been installed primarily for their landscaping 
effect. In addition numerous floating docks, piers, and boat launches 
are built into the waterways, damping wave action.
All of the aforementioned factors contribute to low levels of sediment 
transport; the results are extremely subtle and infrequent drift indic­
ators. The drift cells within this area average 75 m in lennth and have 
no m.ore than two or three indicators of shore dri^t direction. There are
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There are siiort coastal stretclies having no shore drift activity. K'ithin 
these stretches the coastline is prinarily affected by tidal action and 
mass wasting, with sediment eventually moved into the deeper parts of the 
channel. These eight drift cells will be included in one descriptive 
section that may clearly outline the orinins and termini.
Drift Cells 46 and 47 have a common origin located in a divergence 
zone, approximately 500 m east of the Raft Island bridge. Waves generated 
by northeasterly winds impinge on a small rounded promontory, eroding a 
low bank. Refracted waves direct a portion of the sediment west into 
Drift Cell 46, and east into Drift Cell 47.
Met shore-drift in Drift Cell 46 is westerly, as indicated by minor 
accumulations of sediment on the east sides of drift obstructions. No 
drift indicators are seen throughout a distance of 150-200m west of the 
divergence zone. At some point along this zone, shore drift presumably 
gives way to offshore sediment movement.
Net shore-drift within Drift Cell 47 is easterly. Three indicators 
are present within this cell. First, there is a small wedge of sediment 
accreted on the west side of a log obstruction. Second, there is bank 
erosion on the east side of a collapsing wooden retaining wall. Third, a 
small, accreting lobe of mixed sand and silt is present at the mouth of 
a north-south oriented channel, 100 m east of the divergence zone. 
Continuing past this lobe and on into the channel, there is no evidence of 
further shore drift.
Directly northeast of the terminus of Drift Cell 47 is the origin of 
Drift Cell 48. This cell is located on the west side of an elongate
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pronontory separating two north-south oriented inlets. Evidence of north­
ward net shore-drift begins 50-75 n north of a large bulkhead at the Island 
View Market. Indicators of the shore drift direction include a northerly 
decrease in sediment size, sediment accumulated on the south side of a 
boat ramp, and a rounded lobe of sand and shell fragments at the northern 
tip of the promontory. This lobe is presumed to be the terminus, as no 
further evidence of shore drift is found to the east.
The two easternmost inlets exhibit no evidence of shore drift. The 
channels are shallow and steep sided. Sediment from two sources is pres­
ently filling in these channels; a small creek draining into the north 
end of the channels, and tidal action moving foreshore sediments to the 
channel floor (Fig. 29).
Sediment transported in Drift Cells 49 and 50 is initiated by wave 
action from the west-southwest. A common divergence zone is located near 
the southwest tip of a narrow promontory, south of Rosedale. A more sub­
dued bluff morphology, from origin to terminus, indicates a southerly 
direction of net shore-drift. An additional indicator of drift direction 
is a southeasterly prograded sandy lobe of sediment at the end of the 
promontory. East of this lobe, evidence of shore drift is not exhibited.
The northward net shore-drift of Drift Cell 50 is indicated by sed­
iment accumulated on the south side of bulkhead offsets and boat ramps, 
and a decreasing backshore slope north of the divergence zone. This drift 
cell terminates in a small embayment approximately midway along the prom­
ontory. A wide, shallow sandy shelf has developed within this embayment 
from the converging shore drift of Drift Cells 50 and 51.
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Figure 29. Typical subaerially eroded foreshore of the Rosedale Day Area
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Drift Cells 51 and 52 originate in a common divergence zone opposite 
Yakima Point. These two drift cells are exposed to the highest wave 
energy of the Rosedale Cay area, however, this coastal stretch is also one 
of the best defended by artificial structures. A small rounded promontory 
has been mapped as the divergence zone because of the coarse gravel- 
covered foreshore and evidence indicating opposite drift directions along 
the shore to the north and south.
Drift Cell 51 exhibits southerly net shore-drift. The drift indi­
cators include a decrease in mean sediment size and sediment accumulated on 
the north sides of drift obstructions. The terminus lies within a small 
embayment 150 m south of the origin.
A northerly direction of net shore-drift is exhibited in Drift Cell 
52. The evidence is shown by a gradual decrease in mean sediment size, 
and sediment accumulated on the south sides of boat ramps and a large rock 
bulkhead built across the upper foreshore. The tidal mudflat, at the north 
end of Lay Inlet, is the terminus of this drift cell.
Shore drift within Drift Cell 53 is the result of wave regraction 
around Yakima Point. Most sediment movement within Lay Inlet is offshore, 
but subtle evidence indicates a northerly direction of net shore-drift. 
Drift direction is exhibited by a northv/ard fining of sediment, sediment 
accumulated against drift obstructions, and consistent bank erosion on 
the down drift sides of drift obstructions. The tidal mudflat at the north 
end of Lay Inlet is the terminus of this cell.
Drift Cell 54
This drift cell originates at a drift divergence along a till bluff
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southrast of Allon '^oint. The bluff is oresently defcrdcd hv a wrodon
/
bulkhead but was formerly wave naintaineu. The foreshore fror.tino the 
bluff is a i.iixcb sand anu gravel veneer across a wave-cut platform. 
Localized areas of t;ie platform are exposed, det shore-drift toward the 
southeast is the result of a southwest principal fetch. The direction 
of shore drift is indicated by a southeasterly fining of sedir-imt. an 
increase in beacii width and slope, and consistent sediment accumulation 
against the updrift (north) sides of drift obstructions. A low, wide 
backshore has developed in an embayment near the origin of the drift cell 
A scries of bern crests paralleling a bayhead beach have pronraded the 
shoreline seaward approximately 50-75 m. The drift cell terminates in a 
recurved spit (Yakima Point) prograding across the mouth of Lay Inlet. 
Sediment may occasionally bypass the spit and be transported into Drift
Cell 53.
Drift Cell 55
The origin of this drift cell is a steep glacial till bluff at the 
southwest tip of Raft Island. Southwest waves impinging on this end of the 
island initiate shore drift that moves in a clockwise direction around 
the island's west, north, and east sides. Drift material moves clockwise 
around the island in response to the various directions of waves that 
approach the arcuate shoreline. The undefended bluff at the origin is 
fronted by a wide wave-cut platform with a thin veneer of gravel and 
boulder lag material. Have action is directed against the silty clay base 
of the bluff, resulting in a near-vertical bluff face. Most of the sediment 
supplied to the drift cell is not by direct wave erosion of the bluff but is 
the product of slope failure in saturated glacial till overlying a glacial 
layer of silty clay. Indicators of the direction of shore drift include
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sedirrent accumulatsd on the updritt sides of drift obstructions and an 
increase in beach slope and heinht as the coastline progresses around the 
island. In addition, drift direction is exhibited by a decrease in nean 
sediment size from gravel and boulders on the southwest foreshore, to 
pebbles and cobbles on the north foreshore to sand, silt and mud on the 
east foreshore. The drift cell terminus is an intertidal cuspate spit 
formed of fine sand and silt on the southeast tip of the island. This form 
is maintained by low-energy waves converninq on this site from opposite 
sides of the island.
Drift Cell 56
This drift cell extends from the southwest tip of Raft Island, east­
ward to the Raft Island bridge. Predominant southwesterly waves produce 
an eastward direction of net shore-drift within this cell. The drift 
divergence is a wave-cut platform at the base of a 10 m high glacial drift 
bluff. Indicators of drift direction include sediment fining to the east, 
sediment accumulated against the west sides cf drift obstructions, erosion 
on the east sides of bulkhead offsets and a boat ramp, and an easterly 
prograding spit adjacent to the Raft Island bridge. This spit, the term­
inus of the drift cell, is the result of a sharp northward turn in the 
shore and wave attenuation by the numerous pilings that support the bridge. 
Drift Cell 57
The southwest shore of Raft Island is influenced by very low energy 
waves from the southwest. Sediment movement through this area is primarily 
offshore, however there is subtle evidence of an eastward movement of 
shore drift material to form a cuspate spit at the southeast tip of the 
island. The indicators of shore drift include erosion of the east sides 
of bulkheads and trees along the upper foreshore, and the cuspate spit
that indicates the convergence of tv/o drift cells. 
Drift Cells 5C and 59
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Drift Cells 5C and 59 are located on Cutts Island, a small marine 
park. The island has a teardrop shape, with its blunt end facing south- 
v/est. Southwesterly waves have eroded a broad wave-cut platform backed 
by a steep 20 m high bluff. Both drift cells originate along this erosional 
zone, and continue around each side of the island, terminatina near the 
northeast end. The island is encompassed by two excellent examples of 
drift cells, exhibiting a northeasterly net shore-drift, that fully develop 
over a short distance (Fig. 30). Beginning at the steep bluff and wave- 
cut platform, the morphology shows the ideal changes that indicate the 
direction of shore drift; the bluff morphology becomes more subdued, 
sediment size decreases from cobbles and boulders to fine sand, beach 
height and slope increase, and at the terminus there is a 400 m north­
easterly prograding arrow spit.
Drift Cell 60
This long drift cell originates southeast of Allen Point and term­
inates near the Pierce-Kitsap County line in the Burley Lagoon. South­
westerly waves initiate the northerly trend of net shore-drift by impinging 
at the base of a steep bluff approximately 30'^ r southeast of Allen Point. 
Sediment supplied by mass wastino of the bluff is transported northwesterly 
to form one arm of a double tombolo that connects Allen Point to the main­
land. Allen Point apnears to be an eroding island of glacial drift that 
perhaps was once similar to Cutts Island. The arms of the tombolo have 
been modified, erasino much ot the snit features that possibly were present 
before human intervention. The northern arm of the double tombolo is 
formed by sediment eroded from Allen Point. From Allen Point the mean
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Fiqure 30. Photograph of Cutts Island showing an entire drift cell 
Net shore-drift is fron left to right.
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sediment size decreases from predominantly qravel to coarse sand and 
pebbles near an embayment approximately 1.5 km to the north. A large, 
stable spit has developed within this embayment; however, only a small 
portion of the transported sediment remains at this spit. At mean or 
low tide most of the sediment can bypass the embayment along a wide silt 
and mud shelf or is deposited in an intertidal spit that has formed sea­
ward of the gravel spit (Fig. 31). Sediment, continuing north, has 
deflected numerous small stream channels northward, and formed another 
northerly prograding spit just south of Purdy. Bulkheads and boat ramp 
offsets at the head of Henderson Bay consistently have accumulations of 
sediment against the south sides. Within Burley Lagoon are several more 
streams with northerly deflected channels and numerous aroins having 
sediment wedges accreting on the updrift sides. The drift cell terminates 
near the north end of the lagoon where the water becomes extremely shallow 
and overgrown with vegetation.
Drift Cells 61 and 62
Drift Cells 61 and 62 are two drift cells located on the west shore 
of Burley Lagoon. Burley Lagoon is a north-south elongated water body, 
partially separated from Henderson Bay by a large sand and gravel spit. 
Because of this, the west shore of the lagoon has a low wave energy regime. 
The origin for both of these drift cells is an erosional zone along a steep 
bluff approximately 400 m north of the spit. The bluff and eroding fore­
shore is the focal point where waves of equal influence converge from two 
principal fetch directions. Sediment from this divergence zone has a 
northerly component of net shore-drift for Drift Cell 61, and a southerly 
direction of net shore-drift for Drift Cell 62.
Sediment supplied to the drift cells at the origin is predominantly
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Figure 31. Intertidal sand spit prograding to the northeast at Cherry 
Point.
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coarse sand and pebbles. As the sediment is transported north through 
Drift Cell 61, it has accumulated on the south sides of numerous bulkhead 
offsets and log obstructions across the foreshore. An additional indicator 
of drift direction is a number of small, northerly prograding, inter­
tidal spits developing at minor changes in the shoreline orientation. The 
terminus of Drift Cell 61 is near the Pierce-Kitsap County line. Here 
the foreshore is overgrown with marsh vegetation that extends well into 
the low tide zone. The vegetation effectively damps wave action and 
halts the passage of drift material.
South of the divergence zone, in Drift Cell 62, there is less mod­
ification of the shore area, and drift indicators are more easily recog­
nized. Southerly net shore-drift indicators include a decrease in mean 
sediment size, a more subdued bluff morphology, and an increase In beach 
width. The drift cell terminus is located at the south west end of the 
lagoon, on the lee side of the lagoon-enclosing spit.
Drift Cell 63
This drift cell originates along an erosional zone just east of 
Glen Cove and ends at the northeast tip of the spit at Burley Lagoon. The 
northeast-southwest orientation of the shore exposes this coastal stretch 
to a long, southerly principal fetch. Wave-induced erosion at the origin 
has produced a wide wave-cut platform backed by a steep 25 m high till 
bluff. The southerly waves impinge on this coastal stretch, transporting 
sediment in a northeasterly direction of net shore-drift. This coastal 
stretch is an area of high wave eneroy as indicated by the numerous and 
exaggerated geomorphic indicators present within the drift cell.
Initially most of the drift cell sediment is supplied by the eroding 
till bluff at the origin. Cobbles and boulders dominate the divergence
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zone foreshore. To the north, foreshore sediment of cobbles and pebbles 
persists for approximately 3 km, eventually becominq coarse sand and 
pebbles near Minter Creek. A second eroding till bluff just east of 
Winter Creek contributes more sediment to the drift cell. Again, a 
sediment size of cobbles and pebbles persists for approximately 3.5 km, 
where it gradually gives way to a predominantly pebble beach and, finally, 
a coarse sand and granule sediment size at the tip of the Burley Lagoon 
spit. Numerous sets of oblique bars are scattered throughout this drift 
cell. The bars within each set have their seaward ends oriented in the 
northeasterly direction of net shore-drift.
The dominant geomorphic indicators are the northeasterly proqrading 
spits at Minter Creek and Burley Lagoon. These spits are the two longest 
in southern Puget Sound, 0.7 km and 1.2 km respectively. At the Minter 
Creek spit, sediment transport is temporarily interrupted by the current 
flowing into and out of the Minter Creek embayment. Initially it appears 
as if the sediment stops at the tip of the spit; however, during low tide 
stages migrating sand and gravel bars are exposed within the narrow channel 
mouth. These bars have similar characteristics to dune formation and 
movement, with bedding layers, such as seen in dune slip faces, for direc­
tional determination.
Additional drift indicators are three large obstructions, each with 
aim horizontal accumulation of sediment against the updrift side. These 
obstacles include a large tree fallen across the foreshore approximately 
half way between Glen Cove and Minter Creek, a rock groin 200 m north­
east of Minter Creek, and a wooden ship's keel 1.5 km south of Burley 
Lagoon.
Drift Cell 64 108
The origin of this drift cell is an erosional zone 100 to 250 m 
east of Glen Cove. Sediment is supplied to the drift cell from a rapidly 
eroding till bluff at the origin. Southerly waves refract toward the shore, 
transporting sediment in a westerly direction of net shore-drift. Most 
of this short drift cell is made up of the divergence zone and terminus, 
a westwardly prograding spit at the mouth of Glen Cove. The primary indi­
cators of drift direction are the spit and a rapid westward decrease in 
mean sediment size, from boulders and cobbles to mixed sand and pebbles 
along the spit.
Drift Cell 65 and 66
Both of these minor drift cells are influenced by the low energy 
wave regime of Glen Cove and share a common origin. Located along the 
east shore of the cove, the origin lies within a minor erosional zone 
approximately 200 m into the cove. The divergence zone has a relatively 
steep foreshore covered with poorly sorted cobbles, pebbles and sand. 
Sediment is supplied to the beach face by a low escarpment backing the 
foreshore. Drift Cell 65 has a southerly component of net shore-drift 
as exhibited by the accumulation of sediment against several bulkhead 
offsets. Additionally, a gradual decrease in mean sediment size is shown 
by the Initial cobble-pebble foreshore giving way to a fine to medium 
sand accreting against the lee side of the spit at the mouth of the cove.
Drift Cell 66 has a northward component of net shore-drift. The 
primary indicators of drift direction are minor accumulations of sediment 
on the updrift sides of drift obstructions and a northerly prograding sand 
lobe at an abrupt change in shoreline orientation, approximately 150 m 
to the north of the origin.
Drift Cell 67
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This short drift cell originates at a steep 5 m high bluff just south 
of Camp Seymour on the east shore of Glen Cove. Waves approaching from 
the south transport sediment in a northerly direction of net shore-drift, 
terminating at the north end of the cove. Indicators of the drift direction 
include a northerly Increase in bluff stability, a decrease in mean sediment 
size, and a minor accumulation of sediment on the updrift side of a bulk­
head offset and dock facility at Camp Seymour. A possible indicator of 
drift direction is a stable, vegetated spit-like accretion form near the 
north end of Camp Seymour. This feature may have been an actively north­
ward prograding landform before the facilities for Camp Seymour were con­
structed.
Drift Cell 68
An eroding sand bluff north of Von Geldern Cove is the divergence 
zone for this drift cell. This zone is located where waves of equal 
influence converge from two principal fetch directions. Southeasterly 
waves transport sediment to the north, accumulating on the south sides of 
bulkhead offsets and boat ramps. Sediment is supplied to the beach face 
throughout the drift cell but exhibits a trend of mean size decrease down- 
drift of sediment input areas. The drift direction is indicated by a 
series of oblique bars along a wide, sandy intertidal shelf adjacent the 
divergence zone. Major erosional activity can be seen on the downdrift 
side of bulkheads, with the north, end of several bulkheads completely _ 
detached from the backshore region. Two major indicators are northerly 
deflected stream channels. Approximately 2 km north of the divergence 
zone there is a small stream diverted 25 m by a northerly prograding sedi­
ment lobe, and at the Thompson Spit a small upland drainage channel is 
deflected approximately 100 m to the north by a prograding spit. The
no
terminus of the drift cell Is a relatively large sand spit on the west 
shore of Glen Cove. Sediment transport farther Into the cove Is Inhibited 
by the local topography, extremely low wave energy, and vegetation 
encroaching on the foreshore.
Drift Cell 69
Originating along an eroslonal zone just north of Von Geldern Cove, 
this drift cell exhibits a southwesterly direction of net shore-drift. 
Sediment transport Is Influenced primarily by waves approaching from the 
northeast. Erosion by these waves has formed a low sandy bluff fronted 
by a wide wave-cut platform across glacial sand. Along a sandy shelf to 
the south, numerous oblique bars have formed and continue along the coast­
line until reaching the entrance of Von Geldern Cove. The trend of the 
coastline changes abruptly at the cove, resulting In a large, sandy, sub­
marine platform building to the south across the cove. Additional drift 
Indicators Include sediment accumulated against the updrift sides of drift 
obstructions. The terminus of this drift cell Is at the southwest end 
of the cove, where the sandy foreshore gives way to a tidal mudflat.
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Drift Cell 70
The origin of this drift cell is within a zone of divergence located 
at the northeast tip of an eroding headland composed of.glacial drift, 
between Von Geldern Cove and Mayo Cove. Northeasterly waves impinge on 
the headland, transporting sediment in a southwesterly direction of net 
shore-drift. Evidence of this drift direction is demonstrated by erosion 
on the southwest sides of bulkhead offsets, minor accumulations of sediment 
against the updrift sides of drift obstructions, a decrease in mean sediment 
size, and an increase in beach width and slope stability to the southwest. 
Approximately 200 m southwest of the origin the shore orientation changes, 
forming a wave shadow along a short portion of the dov/ndrift beach face. 
Because of decreased wave energy, a small accreting sand wedge has formed 
within this area. The drift cell terminates at a small prograding lobe 
of sediment beneath a bridge crossing the southwest end of Von Geldern 
Cove.
Drift Cell 71
This drift cell originates along an eroding glacial drift headland 
between Von Geldern Cove and Mayo Cove. The divergence zone includes an 
eroding bluff fronted by a narrow wave-cut platform covered with a veneer 
of cobbles and an occasional boulder. To the south, in the direction of 
net shore-drift, the sediment gradually fines to sand and pebbles. A 
groin field, just north of Mayo Cove, has sediment accumulated on the 
north side of each obstruction, as do numerous boat ramps. The southerly 
transported sediment has formed a tombolo connecting the mainland with 
a small island just offshore at the mouth of Mayo Cove. At the west end 
of this island there is a westerly prograding spit that forms the drift
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cell terminus.
Drift Cell 72
Beginning on the north side of Mayo Cove, this short drift cell 
exhibits southwesterly net shore-drift, and terminates at a small inter­
tidal spit southwest of the Lakebay Marina. The origin is an erodina till 
bluff, subject to wave attack by waves refractino around the west end of 
the spit in Drift Cell 71. Sediment is supplied to the drift cell primarily 
from this bluff. The foreshore at the origin is predominantly cobbles and 
pebbles, with few boulders. Farther southwest, the mean sediment size 
decreases from cobbles to pebbles and sand, finally giving way to fine 
sand and silt at the terminus. Additional indicators of drift direction 
include a downdrift increase in beach width and slope, and numerous bulk­
head offsets and boat ramps with sediment accumulated against the updrift 
(northeast) sides.
Drift Cell 73
This drift cell originates at a narrow point of glacial drift near 
the center of Penrose Point State Park. This divergence zone is unusual, 
in that it is only 10 to 15 m wide, but extends seaward for approximately 
400 m (Fig. 32). Initially it may lead one to presume thts landform to be 
a long intertidal spit; however, on closer examination this feature is 
shown to be a wave-cut platform across compacted glacial till. The sediment 
is supplied to this drift cell by an eroding till bluff, somewhat pro­
tected by a wooden bulkhead, that backs the wave-cut platform. Sediment 
fining to the west and accumulating on the east sides of groins indicate 
a westerly direction of net shore-drift. Additional evidence of a westerly 
drift direction includes rapid erosion at the west end of the bulkhead 
protecting the promontory, and a westerly prograding spit on the south
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Figure 32 Viave-cut platform across till at Penrose Point State Park
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shore of Mayo Cove. The drift cell terminates at the end of the pro­
grading spit where a series of groins has been built to prograde the 
beach. These groins are an excellent example of the non-destructive use 
of such coastal engineering devices (Fig. 33).
Drift Cell 74
This extremely short drift cell Is approximately 35 to 40 m long.
The origin Is a divergence zone located at the end of an eroding glacial 
drift promontory located near the center of Penrose Point State Park.
Waves, approaching from the northeast principal fetch direction transport 
sediment to the southeast building up a wide sandy beach along the main 
recreation area of the park. The southeasterly net shore-drift Is demon­
strated by a rapid decrease In mean sediment size and Increase In beach 
width, and rapid erosion on the south end of the bulkhead protecting the 
glacial drift point.
Drift Cell 75
Penrose Point Is the beginning of this drift cell. Northeasterly 
waves Impinge on this glacial till headland, eroding a wide wave-cut plat­
form and steep till bluff. Sediment supplied to the drift cell by the 
eroding bluff remains on the wave-cut platform only as a boulder and cobble 
lag deposit. Most of the sediment Is^transported to the southwest, 
decreasing In mean particle size and accumulating against the updrift
(northeast) sides of drift obstacles. Additional Indicators of the south­
westerly drift direction Include an Increase In beach width and slope, 
which results In a more subdued bluff morphology toward the terminus. 
Approximately 300 m south of the origin there Is an Impounded lagoon with 
a drainage-channel offset to the south, by a southerly prograding spit.
The terminus of this drift cell Is a wide, sandy embayment fronting the
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Figure 33. The last in a series of groins at the western end of Penrose 
Point State Park. Vertical offset is 2 meters.
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main receatlonal area of Penrose Point State Park.
Drift Cell 76
The divergence zone of this drift cell is caused by northeasterly 
waves impinging on Penrose Point, a headland composed of glacial till.
Wave action directs the net shore-drift in a southerly direction until 
reaching the broad intertidal shelf at Delano Bay, the terminus. The 
origin is an erosional zone characterized by a steep till bluff fronted 
by a wide wave-cut platform. Erosion of the bluff by wave attack supplies 
most of the sediment to the drift cell. Beach material at the origin is 
predominantly cobbles, with occasional boulders scattered over the platform. 
Sediment size decreases to the south as the cobbles gradually give way 
to mixed sand and gravel, and finally to fine sand and silt within Delano 
Bay. Additional indicators of drift direction include accumulations of 
sediment against bulkhead offsets and log falls, an increase in beach 
width, and a change in bluff morphology. The change in bluff morphology 
is an excellent indicator for this drift cell. A steep till bluff at 
Penrose Point gradually diminishes in slope to a gently inclined lowland 
at Delano Bay.
Drift Cell 77
This short drift cell begins along a narrow erosional zone at the 
tip of Southhead. Northeasterly waves impinge on this headland, eroding a 
wave-cut platform and 5 to 10 m till bluff, and transporting sediment 
in a southwesterly direction of net shore-drift. The drift direction is 
initially indicated by a rapid decrease in mean sediment size, from a 
cobble-pebble foreshore at the origin to a sand and silt grain size within 
400 m. Beginning just south of the origin, the foreshore width expands 
substantially, increasing the foreshore zone to approximately 50 to 75 m
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approaching Delano Bay. Bluff morphology Is a useful Indicator within 
this drift cell and Is exhibited by the rapid change In slope from a 
steep bluff at the origin to a gently Inclined lowland at the southwest 
end of Delano Bay. Additional Indicators of drift direction Include minor 
accumulations of sediment against bulkhead offsets and an occasional log 
that crosses the upper foreshore. The terminus of this drift cell Is the 
wide Intertidal shelf forming the southwest portion of Delano Bay.
Drift Cell 78
South Head, a glacial till headland, Is the origin of this drift cell. 
Northeasterly waves Impinge on this headland, eroding a narrow wave-cut 
platform and near-vertical till bluff backing the platform. Wave action 
directs sediment transport In a southeasterly direction of net shore-drift. 
The short length of this drift cell Is unusual, given Its open water loca­
tion. An almost equal Influence of waves approaching from two directions 
limits the transport of sediment to approximately 75 m until South Head, 
acting as a wave-shadow, allows southeasterly waves to dominate sediment 
movement. The result of this action Is to terminate abruptly sediment 
transport from the north at a cuspate spit adjacent to the drift cell 
origin. The evidence for the southeasterly direction of net shore-drift Is 
an Immediate decrease In sediment size, sediment accumulated against the 
north side of a bulkhead offset, and the development of an eastwardly 
prograding cuspate spit. The presence of the spit indicates a convergence 
of two drift cells.
Drift Cell 79
This drift cell originates approximately 1 km south of South Head.
The origin Is a wide zone of erosion responding to the equal Influence of 
waves from two principal fetch directions. Erosion and mass wasting of
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coastal bluffs occur often throughout this drift cell, obscuring many of 
the possible drift-direction Indicators. The northerly direction of net 
shore-drift is exhibited primarily by a northward trend in sediment size 
decrease following sediment input areas. Additionally, a gradual north­
ward increase in beach width, and the presence of a cuspate spit on the 
lee side of South Head Indicate a northerly direction of sediment trans­
port. Debris from an abandoned brick factory near the north end of the 
divergence zone may be used as a drift indicator. Broken bricks are 
scattered along the divergence zone foreshore and are present in a small 
amount, along the beach face for a short distance to the north. This may 
be the result of seasonal variations in wave influence, but it is worthy 
to note that no significant amount of brick material was found south of the 
input point. The terminus of this drift cell is the cuspate spit adjacent 
to South Head, formed by the convergence of two drift cells.
Drift Cel1 80
Drift Cell 80 encompasses a coastal stretch from 1 km south of South 
Head to a cuspate spit (Driftwood Point) west of Pitt Island. Sediment 
transported to the south from the divergence zone is primarily influenced 
by the approach of northeasterly waves. An interesting Indicator of the 
southerly net shore-drift is the deflection of a large number of small 
streams crossing the foreshore. Much of this coastline is made up of 
gently inclined slopes partially or wholly covered by grass or heavy 
forest cover. These aspects seem to inhibit the concentration of upland 
sheetflow or ground water into a few large streams. Instead, an inordinate, 
number of very small streams has developed in draining;the upland coast.
Each of these small channels is, to some degree, deflected southward at 
an oblique angle as it crosses the foreshore. Two of the larger streams
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have small spits prograding south, deflecting the respective channels, 
southward at the upper foreshore. Additional indicators include sediment 
accumulated on the north sides of bulkhead offsets and boat ramps, major 
erosional activity on the downdrift sides of drift obstructions, a south­
ward decrease in mean sediment size, and the presence of a cuspate spit.
The terminus of the drift cell is the eastwardly prograding cuspate spit. 
Driftwood Point. Driftwood Point is the local name of this feature, but 
it is not named on any topographic map or hydrographic chart.
Drift Cell 81
This drift cell originates in a zone of divergence along the north­
east side of Mahnckes Point. Southwesterly waves have eroded a wave-cut 
platform and an adjacent, near-vertical, bluff composed of glacial drift. 
Sediment supplied to the drift cell by this bluff is transported in a 
northerly direction of net shore-drift, as indicated by a gradual decrease 
in mean sediment size through the drift cell. Beach material of cobbles and 
pebbles at the origin diminishes in size to coarse sand and granules at 
Driftwood Point. Few residences are located along this coastal stretch, 
preventing the use of multiple bulkheads in drift determination; however, 
one bulkhead of automobile tires, located approximately 500 m northeast of 
Mahnckes Point, has a significant amount of driftwood and beach sediment 
accumulated against the south side. A major indicator of drift direction 
is numerous oblique bars. The bars appear in several sets that stretch for 
nearly 1 km along the coastline, indicating the northward direction of 
sediment transport by the northeasterly orientation of the seaward ends.
The terminus of this drift cell is a cuspate spit (Driftwood Point) west of 
Pitt Island. The presence of this spit is an indication of two converging 
drift cells, reinforcing the interpretation of net shore-drift.
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Drift Cell 02
The origin of this drift cell is on the east side of Mahnckes Point.
The origin is characterized by a wave-cut platform and steep bluff composed 
of glacial drift. The west, then north, direction of net shore-drift is 
influenced by the action of southeasterly waves refracted into Filucy Bay. 
Most of the sediment supplied at the origin is redeposited within 200 to 
300 m of the input area. Beach material of cobbles and pebbles at the 
origin rapidly decreases in size to sand, which forms a northerly pro­
grading spit on the west side of the point. As the coastline turns north 
to form the inner shores of Filucy Bay wave energy is drastically decreased, 
with most of the sediment transported along the northeast shore being fine 
sand, silt, and clay. Drift indicators within Filucy Bay are primarily 
small accumulations of sediment against the updrift (south) sides of drift 
obstructions. The terminus of this drift cell is a tidal mudflat at the 
northern-most end of Filucy Bay.
Drift Cells 83 and 84
Drift Cells 83 and 84 are located along a southerly-projecting point 
of land within Filucy Bay. Waves, moving northwest through the bay, 
break along the southeast side of this point, maintaining a low, eroding 
bluff. Sediment from this bluff is transported to the north and south, 
forming Drift Cells 83 and 84, respectively. Drift indicators along this 
coastal stretch are infrequent. North of the bluff, the primary drift 
indicators include a gradual decrease in bluff slope, minor amounts of 
sediment accumulated against the south sides of drift obstructions, and a 
decrease in mean sediment size from coarse sand and pebbles near the bluff 
to silt and clay at the terminus. The tidal mudflat at the north end of 
Filucy Bay is the terminus of Drift Cell 83.
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Southward along the promontory, the direction of net shore-drift is 
displayed by a decrease in sediment size, sediment accumulated against the 
north sides of drift obstructions, and a westwardly-prograding sand lobe 
at the tip of the promontory. The terminus of Drift Cell 84 is in a small 
cove on the northwest side of Filucy Bay. Have energy in this cove is 
damped by the moorage facilities of the Longbranch fiarina, restricting fur­
ther sediment transport.
Drift Cell 85
This extremely short drift cell originates in a zone of divergence 
opposite the west side of Mahnckes Point. Net shore-drift along this 
coastal stretch is initially directed to the north then to the west, as 
the waves refract around a westward turn in the shore toward Longbranch.
The zone of origin is a low, eroding sandy bluff. From this bluff the drift 
direction is determined primarily by erosion on the north sides of drift 
obstructions and an accreting wedge of sand just west of the turn in the 
coastline. Wave energy in this area is clamped by the Longbranch Marina and 
the sharp westward turn of the coastline. Sediment transport terminates 
just west of the sand wedge, as wave action is virtually eliminated by the 
marina facilities.
Drift Cell 86
The southerly net shore-drift within this drift cell is influenced 
by northeast waves generated within Filucy Bay and easterly waves refracting 
into the bay. These waves maintain a low, eroding sandy bluff at the 
drift cell origin. Slope failure of this bluff supplies virtually all of 
the sediment in motion within the drift cell. From the cell origin, the 
southward-moving sediment has accumulated against the north sides of bulk­
head offsets, and has deflected a small stream channel approximately 10 m
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to the south. Drift indicators such as beach width, height and slope can 
not be used, because modification along this coastal stretch has eliminated 
many of the natural features that normally aid in drift determination.
Near the south end of Filucy Bay, a small southerly-prograding spit has 
developed, which indicates further southerly sediment transport. The 
drift cell terminus is located at the southern-most end of Filucy Bay, 
v/hich is primarily a tidal mudflat.
Drift Cell 87
This drift cell originates 50 to 75 m north of a large recurved spit 
along Drayton Passage. The divergence zone is characterized by a steep 
bluff and wide sandy shelf. Sediment from the bluff is transported in a 
northerly direction of net shore-drift by southerly waves refracting 
around the north tip of the spit. The drift direction is indicated by 
a series of oblique bars just north of the divergence zone. Areas of 
bluff erosion are numerous throughout this drift cell but a general trend 
of decreased bluff slope is maintained. The northwardly transported sedi­
ment accumulates against numerous logs that have fallen across the upper 
foreshore and a boat ramp located at the end of 72nd street KPS. Approxi­
mately 500 m north of the boat ramp an interesting indicator can be found 
where a row of piles is leaning to the north. When shore structures 
collapse it is usually in the direction of net shore-drift (Schwartz, 
personal communication, 1982). The piles were once part of a coastal 
structure crossing the foreshore that has collapsed, with the direction of 
net shore-drift reflected in the direction in which the piles are leaning. 
Northward from the piles, sediment gradually fines up to, and around, 
McDermott Point. McDermott Point is an accretionary landform, slowly 
prograding northward. It is built by sediment deposited as wave energy is
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lessened while refracting Into Fllucy Bay. 4 substantial amount of sedi­
ment bypasses McDermott Point, continuing south to form a southwesterly­
prograding spit Into the mudflat at the south end of the bay. The end of 
the bay Is the terminus of the drift cell.
Drift Cell 88
Drift Cell 88 Is located on the lee side of a large spit northeast of 
Devils Head. The spit forms a wave shadow from the regional southerly 
predominant waves, allowing northeasterly v/aves and refracted waves to 
dominate In this short coastal stretch. The beginning of the drift cell Is 
approximately 50 to 75 m north of the spit, v^^here a steep sandy bluff Is 
wave maintained. The southerly net shore-drift Is Indicated by a rapid 
Increase of beach width, height and slope, and the southerly displacement 
of a small stream channel. The terminus of this cell Is at a small sand 
wedge accreted against the lee side of the spit.
Drift Cell 89
The diveroence zone of this drift cell is located along Devils Head, 
a headland composed of glacial drift. This zone includes a near-vertical 
50 m high bluff and a wide wave-cut platform covered with a thick wedge 
of pebbles, cobbles, and boulders. The predominant southerly waves direct 
sediment in a northeasterly direction of net shore-drift. Drift direction 
is indicated by a decrease in bluff slope, sediment accumulated against the 
south side of a bulkhead offset, and a decrease In mean sediment size from 
predominantly cobbles and pebbles to coarse sand and small pebbles at the 
terminus. Additional indicators include a drainage channel deflected to the 
north by a prograding sediment lobe, and a large northward proorading spit 
1.75 km northeast of the drift cell origin. This spit Is the terminus of 
the drift cell; however, during periods of spring low tide some sediment
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does move around the end of the spit, bypassina Drift Cell SG and continuino 
north through Drift Cell 87. 
p_rift Cel 1 90
This drift cell oringinates in a zone divergence along Devils Head, 
a headland composed of glacial drift. The divergence zone is characterized 
by a steep 50 m high bluff fronted by a wide wave-cut platform. Rapid 
erosion of this bluff supplies a substantial amount of sediment to the fore­
shore, as is exhibited by a thick wedge of mixed pebbles, cobbles, and 
boulders. South and southeasterly v/aves impinging on the headland trans­
port a large volume of sediment to the northwest, contributing to the develop­
ment of a barrier beach across an embayment near Devils Head. Beach slope 
and height increase substantially to the northwest of the origin. The 
barrier has a small breach at the south end, possibly the result of natural 
or artificial lagoon overflow at this point. This breach is being filled 
from the south by a small gravel spit along the extreme upper foreshore. 
Historical maps (U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1891) show the barrier 
beach as a large northwesterly-building gravel spit. Farther to the north­
west there is a larger embayment which is partially enclosed by a spit pro­
grading from south to north across the entrance. The drainage channel is 
deflected northv;ard and is causing erosion of a low bluff along the north 
side of the embayment. Bluff morohology becomes more subdued as a narrow 
backshore develops from this point toward Taylor Bay, indicating a continued 
northward drift direction. Within Taylor Bay two additional spits are pro­
grading toward the northeast. The first of these snits has partially 
enclosed a small lagoon, deflecting its drainage channel 100 m to the north. 
The terminus of this drift cell is a tidal mudflat at the northeast end 
of Taylor Bay.
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Drift Cell 91
Drift Cell 91 encomoasses a short coastal stretch alonn the north 
shore of Taylor Bay. The drift cell origin is a divergence zone just west 
of the entrance to the bay. An easterly direction of net shore-drift is 
caused by waves aporoachinq from the south, refracting toward Taylor Bay.
A wave-maintained bluff at the origin supplies most of the sediment to this 
drift cell. Sediment composed of pebbles, cobbles, and boulders covers the 
foreshore zone fronting the bluff. Indicators of shore drift to the east 
include a gradual decrease in mean sediment size; sediment accumulated against 
bulkhead offsets, boat ramps, and other drift obstructions; and a lobe of 
sediment offsetting a small drainage channel several meters to the east.
Drift transport terminates in the tidal mudflat at the northeast end of 
Taylor Bay.
Drift Cell 92
This drift cell is the longest in Pierce County, approxiamately 11.5 
km in length. Southerly waves begin a northv/ard transport of sediment near 
an old ferry landing at Taylor Bay. Wave action at this site maintains a 
steep till bluff and a relatively wide v/ave-cut platform. Sediment within 
this zone Is mixed sand and gravel, with few boulders. Numerous areas of 
coastal slope failure contribute sediment to the drift cell, but a general 
northward decrease in grain size can be recognized. Through the first 3 km 
of this drift cell the shore morphology changes very little and few indicators 
are present. The primary indicator within this region is several cusp-type 
sand and gravel bars with their seav/ard ends hooked to the north (see Fig.
11). These features are thought to represent a large component of long­
shore transport, which causes the hooked shape and a downdrift migration 
of the structure as a whole (Sonu, 1973). At Whiteman Cove an embayment
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that was formerly partially enclosed by a Iona gravel spit (U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey, 1891) has been totally enclosed by artificial fill at the 
north end. The lagoon is presently connected to Case Inlet by two 1.25 m- 
dianeter pipes through the original spit. Each of these pipes has a 1 m 
high accumulation of sediment on its south side. For 1.5 km north of 
Whiteman Cove the foreshore is predominantly a wide sandy shelf derived from 
a thick sand unit in the 30 m high glacial drift bluff at the Robert F. 
Kennedy State Recreation Area. The sand forms numerous sets of oblique bars, 
and a 300 m sand spit enclosing a lagoon, northwest of the recreation area.
A peat unit exposed in the bluff is part of the Kitsap Formation. As 
slope failure adds more sediment to the beach face, laroe (10-20 cm) pieces 
of the compact peat can be found along the foreshore. The peat is found 
only to the north of the recreation area, and can be used as an identifiable- 
sediment drift indicator. Sediment transport continues to the northwest to 
a northeastward turn in the coastline, where it is temporarily obstructed 
by an artificial seaward extension of the coastline. Driftwood and beach 
sediment are accumulated against the south side, and a small spit is pro­
grading north from the north side, of this artifical landform. From this 
point to the terminus near Herron drift indicators consist primarily of 
sediment wedges accumulated against the south sides of bulkhead offsets and 
log obstructions, and minor northward deflections of small stream channels. 
The drift cell terminus is a stream-fed cove near Herron. Sediment has 
accumulated against the west side of a bridge abutment crossing the cove, 
and has slightly displaced the stream channel to the north.
Drift Cell 93
This drift cell encompasses the entire east side of Herron Island. 
Southerly waves impinge on the south end of the island forming a steep till
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bluff and a wide wave-cut platform. The wave-cut platform is armored with 
a relatively thick wedge of cobbles and boulders. A northeast direction 
of net shore-drift is indicated by a gradual grain-size decrease of the 
sediment to coarse to medium sand at the northeast tip of the island. 
Additional indicators include an increase in beach slooe, height and width, 
and sediment accumulated against the south sides of bulkhead offsets and a 
series of low wooden groins near the ferry landing. At the northeast end 
of the island there is an extremely well-formed cuspate spit. This spit 
is the terminus of Drift Cell 93 and indicates the convergence of two drift 
cells.
Drift Cell 94
The origin of this drift cell is a 15 m high bluff at the south end of 
Herron Island. A northerly direction of net shore-drift is produced by 
predominantly southerly waves. The drift direction is indicated by a 150 m- 
long sand and gravel spit just west of the origin. This spit has virtually 
enclosed a small lagoon, displacing its drainage channel 100 m to the north. 
Bluff erosion is quite active just north of the spit. The spit acts as a 
sediment trap similar to a groin, starving the immediate downdrift foreshore 
of beach sediment. Northward sediment transport is further indicated by 
beach material acccumulated aoainst the south sides of bulkhead offsets and 
loo obstructions. The terminus of this drift cell is a small, westwardly 
prograding cuspate spit midway alona the west side of the island.
Drift Cell 95
Drift Cell 95 originates in a narrow divergence zone at the northwest 
tip of Herron Island. Northerly waves have eroded a till wave-cut platform 
that is relatively narrow, but extends seaward approximately 70 to 75 m.
The platform is sparsely covered with cobbles and a few pebbles derived
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from a low glacial till bluff. Sediment is transported to the south within 
this drift cell: accumulatina against drift obstacles; increasing the
height, width and slope of the foreshore; and contributing to the form­
ation of a cuspate spit. Mean sediment size decreases through the drift 
cell to coarse sand and pebbles at the tip of the spit. Additionally, as 
the beach dimensions increase more protection from wave attack to the back- 
shore is provided, resulting in a subsequent increase in bluff slope sta­
bility. The cuspate spit is formed approximately midway along the west coast 
of the island. Since cuspate spits indicate the convergence of two drift 
cells, the spit is the terminus of Drift Cells 94 and of 95.
Drift Cell 96
This drift cell extends across the north end of Herron Island. V/aves, 
approaching from a northerly fetch direction, impinoe on the northwest tip 
of the island and form a narrow divergence zone. A near-vertical till bluff 
at the divergence zone is defended by a wooden bulkhead, preventing much 
of the beach sediment that would normally be transported eastv/ard from 
reaching the beach. The foreshore here is virtually strinped of a sediment 
cover, exposing the compacted till platform. Eastv/ard net shore-drift is 
indicated by a small easterly-deflected stream channel adjacent to the 
divergence zone, a rapid increase in bluff stability, and minor accumulations 
of sediment against the west sides of bulkhead offsets. The primary indi­
cator, and terminus, of this drift cell is a s,ymmetrical cuspate spit at 
the northeast tip of the island. The distinct form of this depositional 
feature indicates a convergence of two drift cells, in this case Drift Cells
93 and 96.
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Drift Cell 97
Drift Cell 97 1s located just north of the mainland dock which serves 
the Herron Island Ferry. The ferry landing Is located on a protruding lobe 
of sediment that refracts southerly and westerly waves toward a cove near 
Herron. Waves refracted toward this cove have eroded a narrow platform, 
toward the upper foreshore, and a low till bluff adjacent to the north 
shore of the cove. Sediment transported to the south originates from 
this bluff and forms a 50 m long sand and gravel spit, partially enclosing 
the cove. The entire drift cell Is made up of the divergence zone and the 
spit across the cove. The end of the spit Is the terminus of this drift cell. 
Drift Cell 98
The origin of this drift cell Is a narrow zone of divergence northwest 
of Herron. The northward net shore-drift Is caused by waves refracted 
around the Herron Island ferry landing. These waves maintain a low, eroding 
till bluff and a narrow wave-cut platform. The direction of shore drift Is 
evidenced by several excellent Indicators. North of the divergence zone 
there are numerous bulkhead offsets and boat ramps with quite voluminous 
accumulations of sediment against their south sides, these drift obstrucr ■ 
tions also show evidence of erosion on the north sides. Sediment trans­
ported to the north builds up the foreshore. Increasing the beach width, 
height and slope. A northward prograded spit, 700 m south of Dutcher Cove, 
originally offset a lagoon channel outlet to the north, but has recently 
been modified to completely enclose the lagoon (the local name for this 
lagoon Is Haley's Cove). Along this coastal stretch there are several cusp- 
type gravel bars (see Fig. 11). These bars all have a hooked seaward end 
pointing In the downdrift direction as a result of a rapid longshore drift
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component and a downdrift migration of the form (Sonu, 1973). Finally, 
at the terminus of the drift cell there is a large (100 m) sand and gravel 
spit prograding to the north from the east side of Dutcher Cove.
Drift Cell 99
This short drift cell originates along a glacial till headland just 
west of Dutcher Cove. Predominant southwesterly v/aves maintain a steep 
25 m high bluff fronted by a wide wave-cut platform. A veneer of sediment 
covering the platform is composed mainly of cobbles and boulders. Some 
sediment from this zone is transported to the northeast into Dutcher Cove. 
Indicators of a northeasterly net shore-drift include a rapid fining of 
sediment grains, an increase in beach slope and heioht, and sediment 
accumulated against the south sides of bulkhead offsets and a boat ramp.
The primary indicator of drift direction is a large gravel spit prograding 
northeastward from the west side of Dutcher Cove. Sediment transport 
terminates at the end of this spit.
Drift Cell 100
A headland composed of glacial drift, west of Dutcher Cove, is the 
origin of this drift cell. Southwesterly waves impinge on this headland, 
eroding a wide wave-cut platform and a near-vertical bluff. Sediment 
supplied to the drift cell by this bluff is transported in a northward 
direction of net shore-drift. The direction of sediment transport can 
be determined by a rapid decrease in mean sediment size, from a cobble 
dominated foreshore to a pebble dominated foreshore thoughout the remainder 
of the drift cell. Throughout the drift cell there is a gradual increase 
in beach height and slope, inhibiting bluff erosion by wave attack, and 
a subsequent subdued bluff morphology. Additional indicators include two 
northward prograding spits and sediment accumulated against the south
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sides of bulkhead offsets and boat ramps. The terminus of this drift cell 
is the northernmost spit, which has partially enclosed Vaughn Bay.
Drift Cell 101
Drift Cell 101 originates along a small coastal protruberance on 
the south side of Vaughn Bay. This low wave-energy area has developed 
subtle indicators that display an easterly net shore-drift. Most prom­
inent of the indicators are three stream channels that are consistently 
deflected eastward and minor accumulations of sediment against the west 
sides of bulkhead offsets, boat ramps and log obstructions. In addition, 
a slight decrease in mean sediment size to the east supports an eastv/ard 
drift interpretation. The terminus of this drift cell is a tidal mudflat 
at the northeastern end of Vaughn Bay.
Drift Cell 103
This drift cell originates near the east end of Sunshine Beach. 
Southerly waves impinge on a headland (Windy Bluff), maintaining an eroding 
15 m high bluff. The foreshore along this zone is relatively narrow and 
is covered with a thick wedge of pebbles, cobbles, and an occasional 
boulder. Waves refracting tov/ard Vaughn Bay direct sediment movement to 
the east. The sediment transport capabilities of these waves dim.inish 
rapidly, transporting only the finer sized grains from Sunshine Beach into 
the bay. With the deposition of beach material, the foreshore increases 
in height, slope and width, resulting in a subdued backshore bluff morph­
ology. Sediment, as it is transported into Vaughn Bay, has accumulated 
against bulkhead offsets and boat ramps. A small subagueous sediment lobe 
is developing just inside the bay where wav.e energy is further damped by 
the narrov/ entrance passage. East of the bay entrance subtle indicators, 
such as erosion on the downdrift sides of bulkheads and minor accumulations
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of sediment against drift obstructions, indicate further eastward net 
shore-drift. The terminus of this drift cell is a tidal mudflat at the 
northeast end of Vaughn Bay.
Drift Cell 103
Drift Cell 103 is along a relatively short coastal stretch encom­
passing a drift divergence near Vlindy Bluff and a recurved spit on the east 
shore of Rocky Bay. Waves from the southwest are eroding a 15 m high 
glacial drift bluff, supplying drift cell sediment, and directing the net 
shore-drift to the northwest as they refract into Rocky Bay. Since the 
spit encompasses the entire transport zone of this drift cell, and a spit 
represents a long-term feature built by sediment transport, it is safe to 
assume the net shore-drift is in the direction of spit growth (north). The 
terminus of the drift cell is the northern end of the spit because it is 
positioned far enough into deep water to inhibit sediment transport past 
this point.
Drift Cell 104
This drift cell originates along the southeast shore of Rocky Bay.
A wide wave-cut platform across till is located along the extreme lower 
foreshore zone, extending well over half-way across the bay. This plat­
form is stripped of sediment, except for scattered areas of pebble and 
cobble lag. The entire shelf is the continuation of a very gently sloping 
coastal area. Erosion of the coast is proceeding at a relatively slow 
pace due to the low elevation and angle of the upper foreshore and back- 
shore, and the damping effect the platform has on approaching waves.
Near the uppermost zone of the foreshore there is an exposed layer of 
peat that probably was once part of the low marshy topography typical of 
much of Rocky Bay.
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Sediment eroded from the platform and adjacent beach area Is driven 
to the northeast, farther Into the bay, by the predominant southv/esterly 
waves. Near the drift cell orlqln there Is a series of low (5 to 10 cm) 
wooden groins with sediment accumulated against the south sides. Farther 
northeastward net shore-drift Is Indicated by erosion on the northeast sides 
of bulkhead offsets and sediment accumulated aqalnst the southwest side of 
a boat house. An embayment on the east shore of Rocky Bay Is at the terminus 
of this drift cell. Here, a small lobe of sediment Is prograding north- 
v/esterly Into a stream channel partially enclosinn a small lagoon.
Drift Cell 105
This drift cell Is a short reversal In the northeast net shore-drift 
trend within Rocky Bay. The drift cell Is the result of the orientation of 
the cove In which It Is located, and waves refracting Into that cove. A 
southerly prograding spit and a narrow divergence zone make up the entire 
drift cell. At the divergence zone there Is a gently sloping foreshore that 
Is stripped of all sediment except large pebbles and cobbles. A bulkhead 
protecting the backshore of this zone Is partially undercut by erosive wave 
action. Sediment from this zone Is transported In a southerly direction of 
net shore-drift, as Indicated by the spit. Within 50 m of the origin, the 
drift cell and spit terminate. At this terminus point a small cove Is 
almost entirely enclosed by the spit.
Drift Cell 106
The northeast net shore-drift within this drift cell originates In 
a small embayment on the east side of Rocky Bay. A narrow divergence zone 
has developed as a result of west and southwesterly waves refracting Into 
the cove. The origin Is characterized by coarse lag material, thinly 
covering a wave-cut platform, and an under-cut bulkhead protecting the
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backshore. To the north the backshore escarpment has been actively eroded 
at the end of the bulkhead (F1g. 34), Indicating a northerly direction of 
sediment transport. Additional Indicators Include an Increase In beach 
height and slope, sediment accumulated against the southwest side of a boat 
ramp, and a spit prograding to the northeast near the Innermost part of 
the bay. Sediment transport terminates In the tidal mudflat and marsh 
at the northeast end of Rocky Bay.
Drift Cell 107
Drift Cell 107 originates at Rocky Point In Mason County (see 
Blankenship, 1983 for further Information). Southwesterly waves direct 
foreshore sediment Into the bay, causing a northeasterly net shore-drift.
At the origin of the drift cell the beach material Is primarily pebbles and 
cobbles with an occasional boulder. This beach material gradually decreases 
In size to the northeast until the northern end of Rocky Bay Is predom­
inantly sand, silt, and mud. Sediment moving northward has accumulated 
against the southv/est sides of bulkhead offsets, causing erosion at the north 
ends. The drift direction Is additionally Indicated by a chame In bluff 
morphology, from the county line to the northern end of Rocky Bay, as the 
beach Increases In height and slope. A large northeasterly prograding spit 
has Impounded a lagoon on Its north side, leaving the lagoon drainage channel 
offset approximately 100 m to the east.
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Figure 34 Erosion on the downdrift (left) 
v/ithin Rocky Bay.
side of a wooden bulkhead
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Drift Cell IOC
This drift cell oriqinates in a wide diverqevce zone along Gibson 
Point on Fox Island. Southerly v/aves have eroded a broad wave-cut plat­
form and are maintaining a 35 m high glacial till bluff alono this coast­
line. The foreshore is covered with a thick wedge of mixed pebbles, cobbles, 
and boulders supplied by the rapidly eroding bluff. A northerly direc­
tion of net shore-drift is indicated within this coastal stretch by several 
factors. A gradual increase in beach slope and height contribute to the 
development of a more subdued bluff morphology to the north. Sediment is 
added to the foreshore at several small erosional areas to the north, but 
a general trend of sediment size decrease is maintained throughout the 
drift cell. The sediment, moving north, has accumulated against the south 
sides of several boat ramps and bulkhead offsets, with subsequent erosion 
on the north sides of the obstructions. A northwesterly-prograding recurved 
spit at Cedrona Cove (Hope) and a northwesterly-prograding spit building 
across a small enbayment near Hope are additional indicators of the north- 
westv/ard net shore-drift. Sediment moving along this coastal area term­
inates at the spit in Cedrona Cove.
Drift Cell 109
A zone of divergence, the origin of this short drift cell, is located 
in an embayment near Hope and is produced by northeasterly and easterly 
waves refracting around the spit and headland at Cedrona Cove. Sediment 
is transported from this zone in a southeasterly direction of net shore- 
drift. Indicators of the drift direction include a decrease in mean sedi­
ment size, an increase in beach slope and height, and sediment accumulated 
against the north sides of drift obstructions. The terminus of this drift
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cell is in Cedrona Cove.
Drift Cell 110
This drift cell originates in a divergence zone vn'thin an embayment 
northwest of Cedrona Cove. Sediment movement within this coastal sector 
is influenced primarily by east and northeasterly waves refracted around 
the spit and headland at Cedrona Cove. The foreshore of the divergence 
zone has a narrow wave-cut platform, covered with mixed pebbles and cobbles 
Few exposures of the till platform can be seen through the sediment veneeer 
A net shore-drift direction to the northwest is indicated by a northerly 
buildup of foreshore sediment, increasing the height and width of the beach 
Numerous drift obstructions occur alono this coastal stretch, indicating 
the northwest net shore-drift where sediment has accumulated against the 
south sides of metal culverts, a tire groin and bulkhead, multiple low 
v/ooden groins, and bulkhead offsets. Two additional indicators are a 
northerly prograding lobe of sand frontinn a sandy bluff, and a north­
westerly prograding recurved spit 200 m east of Ketners Point. Sediment 
transport within this drift cell terminates at this spit.
Drift Cells 111 and 112
These two drift cells are located in a shallow embayment southeast 
of Ketners Point. The origin of both cells are in a divergence zone encom­
passing most of the embayment. The divergence zone is produced by easterly 
northeasterly waves refracted around the recurved spit adjacent to Ketners 
Point. This wave action results in a 20 m reversal of net shore-drift on 
the lee side of the spit (Drift Cell 110), and a short northwesterly 
direction of net shore-drift in Drift Cell 112.
Evidence for the eastward drift direction in Drift Cell 111 is an 
accumulation of sediment against the west side of a boat ramp on the land­
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ward side of the spit. Additionally, there is a sliaht increase in beach 
slone and bluff stability, and a decrease in sedinent size, to the east.
Direction indicators of sediment transport within Drift Cell 112 
include a decrease in mean sediment size from mixed coarse-sand and gravel 
to silt and fine sand adjacent to Ketners Point. Erosion on the west 
sides of several bulkhead offsets and a small westward displacement of a 
stream channel further indicate the westward direction of sediment trans­
port. The terminus of this drift cell is a sandy shelf near the change 
in coastline orientation forming Ketners Point.
Drift Cell 113
The origin of this drift cell is a wide divergence zone encompassing 
much of the east side of Ketners Point. East-southeasterly v/aves approach 
this zone through Hales Passage, impinging on the east side of the point 
and eroding a small wave-cut platform and beach scarp. The platform of till 
is covered with a veneer of cobbles and pebbles and is exposed only in 
isolated patches along the extreme lower foreshore. Erosion along this 
zone has acted to straighten or simplify (Schou,1945) the coastal sector. 
Waves impinging on this shore are refracted to the south, directing the 
movement of sediment in a southerly component of net shore-drift. This 
direction is indicated by a decrease in mean sediment size, and sediment 
accumulated against the north sides of a boat ramp and other drift obstruc­
tions. The terminus of this drift cell is along a sandy embayment south­
east of Ketners Point.
Drift Cell 114
Drift Cell 114 is relatively short, but is quite interesting given 
its location. This drift cell is approximately 150 to 200 m in length, 
with 75 m included in the divergence zone. The divergence zone is formed
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by east-southeasterly waves breakirn on the east side of Ketners Point, 
giving it a linear trend. The refracted wave front drives sediment to 
the north tip of Ketners Point, the drift cell terminus. A northv;ard 
direction of net shore-drift is indicated by an accumulation of sediment 
against a minor bulkhead offset, an intertidal sand spit prograding north- 
v/ard along the lov/er foreshore, a rapid increase in beach height, width and 
slooe, and a northerly prograding sediment lobe at the end of Ketners Point. 
This lobe is asymmetrical and seems to have been formed by a large recurved 
spit prograded to the north from the east side of the point. A well 
developed berm crest is present around most of the lobe and has impounded 
a small lagoon. A drainage channel for this shallow lagoon has developed 
on the west side of this lobe, indicating a strong influence of sediment 
movement from east to west. During strong storm conditions from the east 
it is possible that sediment could move completely around Ketners Point, 
from east to west, into the small embayment between Ketners Point and Edgar 
Point.
Drift Cells 115 and 116
Drift Cells 115 and 116 originate in a divergence zone along the north­
west side of Ketners Point. The divergence zone backshore is well pro­
tected by bulkheads, limiting the amount of sediment available for trans­
port to that which can be eroded directly from the foreshore. Since this 
coastal area is in a low wave-energy regime the present amount of sediment 
transported to the north and south is extremely limited.
The coastal stretch encompassed by Drift Cell 115 is approximately 
60 m in length. Drift direction indicators here are restricted to a sedi­
ment wedge against a boat ramp and an asymmetrical lobe of sediment partially 
fed by sediment moving southwest to northeast. The sediment transported
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within this zone displaces an Imoounded laaoon drainage channel slightly 
to the north. Wave action Is the primary Influence In maintaining the 
asymmetrical sediment lobe. Coastal defenses virtually encircle Ketners 
Point, rendering possible future qrov;th of the sediment lobe hlahly 
doubtful due to sediment starvation.
Drift Cell 116 encompasses the southwest side of Ketners Point, f-^ost 
of the sediment derived from the divergence zone Is transported to the 
south, through this drift cell, as Indicated by significant accumulations 
of sediment against the north side of a boat ramp, and erosion on the down- 
drift sides of several bulkheads. Sediment transport within this drift 
cell terminates In a small cove between Ketners Point and Edgar Point.
Drift Cell 117
The origin of this drift cell Is a divergence zone at the north end 
of Edgar Point, a glacial headland composed of till. The divergence zone 
Is characterized by a steep till littoral zone, with most of the sediment 
cover removed. A concrete block bulkhead Is located along the point, elim­
inating the source of sediment that v/ould ordinarily be supplied to this 
drift cell. Foreshore sediment remaining at the origin Is composed 
primarily of cobbles and large pebbles. Southeasterly net shore-drift Is 
Indicated by a gradual Increase of beach material as the size decreases 
to silt and clay to the southeast. An additional Indicator Is a minor 
accumulation of sediment against a rock groin 30 m southeast of the origin. 
The emplacement of the bulkhead at the origin Is documented In this sedi­
ment wedge by a change In sediment size and v/edge thickness. The Initial 
accumulation of coarse sand and gravel Is overlain by a thin cover of fine 
sand and silt. Apparently, after the bulkhead was constructed the trans­
ported sediment was limited to what was easily eroded from the foreshore.
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The terminus of sediment transport within this cell Is a small cove between 
Edgar Point and Ketners Point.
Drift Cell 118
The tip of Edgar Point, a glacial till headland, Is the origin of this 
drift cell. North and northwesterly waves Impinge on this headland. Influ­
encing the southward direction of net shore-drift. Drift Indicators 
within this cell are quite subtle and Infrequent. Most of Edgar Point is 
defended by a series of bulkheads, modifying the coastline and eliminating 
most of the sediment supply available to the drift cell. Because of the 
diminished sediment supply, the drift cell origin Is virtually stripped of 
all sediment smaller than large pebbles and cobbles. Evidence used to 
establish the direction of net shore-drift Includes a change in bluff 
morphology, a southerly Increase of the foreshore sediment cover and 
decrease In mean sediment size, and minor accumulations of sediment against 
bulkhead offsets. The terminus of this drift cell Is In an embayment south­
east of Tanglewood Island and southwest of Edgar Point.
Drift Cells 119 and 120
Tanglewood Island Is privately owned and difficult to gain access to. 
The field examination of this coastal sector was limited to Investigation 
by boat, and only the more prominent Indicators of drift direction could 
be discerned.
A zone of divergence appears to encompass most of the north and 
northeast end of the Island. A large bulkhead defending the north end of 
the Island prevents much of the backshore sediment from reaching the fore­
shore; however, there Is a sufficient amount to cover this zone with mixed 
sand, pebbles, and cobbles. Wave Influence from the northwest to northeast 
directs sediment movement to the south along both sides of the Island.
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Sediment is added to the foreshore at several points along the shore, 
thus a trend in sediment size decrease is not readily evident. Evidence 
for the drift direction is limited to minor accumulations of sediment on 
the updrift sides of log obstructions, a slight southerly increase in 
beach height and slope, a small intertidal spit prograding south from the 
northwest end of the island, and a submerged accumulation of sediment off 
of the south tip of the island. This accumulation of sediment is shown 
on topographic and bathymetric maps as a shallowing of the embayment from 
the south tip of Tanglewood Island to a point directly across the embay­
ment to Fox Island. This feature appears to be the terminus of sediment 
transport for these drift cells.
South of Tanglewood Island, on Fox Island, there is a heavily defended 
linear stretch of coastline. Sediment is shifted laterally along the 
foreshore depending on the direction of the waves refracted around numerous 
headlands and Tanglewood Island. There is no evidence of any long-term 
direction of net shore-drift within this zone.
Drift Cell 121
The origin of this drift cell is a rapidly eroding glacial drift head­
land at Sherwood Beach. The origin is a divergence zone with a narrow 
wave-cut platform backed by a near-vertical 15 m high bluff. Intense 
modification of this headland was occurring during the period of this field 
investigation. Several large wooden bulkheads and retaining walls were 
being built and/or replaced. Foreshore features and sediment were disrupted, 
but the till platform was visible through a veneer of pebble-cobble lag. 
Sediment transport in this sector is primarily influenced by north-north­
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westerly waves Impinning on the headland. Wave action transports the sedi­
ment In a southeast, then southwesterly direction of net shore-drift. Indi­
cators of the drift direction Include a wedge of sediment accumulated 
against the north side of a boat ramp, a decrease In mean sediment size, 
an Increase In beach slope and height, and a southerly Increase In bluff 
stability. South of Sherwood Beach there Is a small cove (Echo Bay) that 
Is the terminus of this drift cell. Shoreline orientation, location and 
surrounding topography act to eliminate most of the wave energy within the 
cove.
Drift Cell 122
Drift Cell 122 encompasses a coastal stretch from Sherwood Beach to 
a small cove between the Fox Island Bridge and Sherwood Beach. A zone 
of divergence at Sherwood Beach Is produced by waves of equal Influence 
approaching from the northwest, north, and northeast through Hales Passage. 
All of this coastline Is defended by a series of bulkheads, and is within 
a relatively low wave-energy zone. A small component of southward net 
shore-drift Is Indicated by minor accumulations of sediment against the 
north sides of drift obstructions, erosion on the downdrift sides of bulk­
head offsets, and a rapid decrease In mean sediment size toward the cove. 
The foreshore throughout this cell Is relatively steep with a veneer (5 to 
10 mm) of silt and clay. Most of the sediment movement within this cell 
Is perpendicular to the shoreline rather than parallel, and all of the 
lateral drift Indicators are along the extreme upper foreshore.
Drift Cell 123
The Island end of the Fox Island Bridge Is built upon a'low, wave- 
cut platform across till. This platform Is also the origin of Drift Cell 
123. Easterly waves Impinge on this coastal protruberance, eroding the
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long narrow wave-cut platform that extends for 100 m along the bridge 
abutment. Sediment cover on this platform is predominantly a pebble- 
cobble lag, with pieces of riprap strewn about the foreshore at the toe 
of the bridge abutment. V/aves refracted to the south transport sediment 
in a southerly direction of net shore-drift. Immediately south of the 
origin, there is a perched beach built behind an arcuate roiv of 1 m-dia- 
meter concrete pipes. These pipes have acted like groins, trapping sand 
on the updrift side to raise the elevation of the beach approximately 1 
meter. South of this beach there is a low scarp undergoing erosion because 
of the local sediment starvation. Additional indicators of drift direction 
Include sediment accumulated against the north sides of several bulkhead 
offsets and boat ramps, and a decrease in mean sediment size. The terminus 
of this drift cell is a tidal mudflat in an embayment south of the Fox 
Island Bridge.
Drift Cell 124
This drift cell begins on the west side of the Fox Island Bridge 
abutment. This area is characterized by a low, narrow wave-cut platform 
supporting the bridge abutment and boat launching facility. Sediment 
cover along the lower portion of the till platform is extremely limited, 
with a few cobbles and pebbles scattered over the surface. Along the 
upper foreshore, artificial fill material and riprap from the abutment are 
migrating down the beach face toward the lower foreshore. Drift direction 
determination is aided by this material; the riprap pieces act as an 
identifiable sediment, and the boat launch material supplies transportable 
sediment to the foreshore that would not normally be present. The net 
shore-drift moves southward along the bridge abutment and road bed.
Pieces of riprap (1 to 2 cm) can be traced southward along the foreshore
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to the boat launch ramp. Here, a sediment v/edge has accumulated against 
the north side of the ramp and erosion is taking place on the south side.
At the south end of the boat launch area there is a small intertidal spit 
prograding to the south across the lower foreshore. The boat launch and 
bridge approach are adjacent to a small embayment. Sediment transport 
terminates against the riprap road defenses and an adjoining bulkhead at 
the southern most end of the embayment.
Drift Cell 125
The origin of this drift cell is approximately 200 m east of Nearns 
Point. A divergence zone here originates from v/aves approaching from the 
north and northeast and those refracted around the northwest end of Fox 
Island. The waves refracted around Nearns Point are the principal factor 
directing sediment transport eastv/ard from the divergence zone. The east­
ward direction of net shore-drift is indicated by a consistent accumulation 
of sediment against the northwest sides of bulkhead offsets and other drift 
obstructions, with active erosion on the southeast sides; particularly a 
boat ramp just west of a small promontory adjacent to the Fox Island 
Bridge. East of the origin the beach increases in width, height and 
slope, with a subsequent decrease in bluff slope. The terminus of this 
drift cell is in an embayment adjacent to the Fox Island Bridge.
Drift Cell 126
This short drift cell lies on the lee side of the Nearns Point spit. 
Sediment transport within this coastal zone is influenced by northeasterly 
waves and the predominant southwest waves that enter Hales Passage and 
refract around the point. This v/ave action transports sediment in a 
westerly direction of net shore-drift. Evidence indicating the drift 
direction includes small accumulations of sediment against the east sides
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of drift obstructions, a slight v/estv/ard offset of a drainage channel 
from a metal culvert, and a small increase in beach height and slope.
Sediment transport terminates near the lee side of the Nearns Point spit. 
Drift Cell 127
Drift Cell 127 originates within a divergence zone approximately 1 km 
south of Nearns Point. Southwesterly waves impinge on this zone, eroding 
a wide wave-cut platform and maintaining a steep 15 m high bluff. Wave 
action directs sediment supplied by this bluff to the north. Numerous 
excellent indicators of the northv/ard net shore-drift direction are located 
along this coastal stretch. An unusual indicator consists of red brick 
fragments strewn downdrift (north) from a deteriorating retaining wall 
800 m from Nearns Point. Pieces of this brick are traceable to within 
100 m of Nearns Point, the drift cell terminus. Additional northerly drift 
indicators include a decrease in mean sediment size and bluff slope, an 
increase in upper foreshore width, height and slope, and sediment accumulated 
against the south sides of fallen trees and bulkhead offsets. Nearns Point 
is a northv/ard prograding regurved spit. The seaward end is built out 
into the deep water of HaYes Passage, inhibiting the transport of sediment 
past this point.
Drift Cell 12S
A wide divergence zone at the northwest end of Fox Island is the 
origin of this drift cell. High-energy southwest waves approach this 
coastline, eroding a broad wave-cut platform and steep 25 m high bluff. 
Erosion along the divergence zone has resulted in a linear trend in the 
coastline. This trend is quite noticeable when comparing the seaward limits 
of the wave-cut platform with the present position of the bluff (National
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Ocean Survey, 1981), Rapid erosion of the bluff supplies a large volume of 
sediment to this drift cell. A southwesterly net shore-drift has sig­
nificantly altered the southern coastline of Fox Island. Numerous small 
embayments have been filled v/ith drift material, straightening the once 
convoluted coastline. Most of the lowland areas have been modified by 
residential construction; however, at a point approximately 500 m south of 
the Carr Inlet Naval Accoustic Testing Center there are what appear to be 
three beach ridges built across a small coastal indentation. These ridges 
are located at the east end of a beachfront community, and much of the 
ridge structure has been eliminated beneath home sites. Evidence of the 
southeasterly drift direction is exhibited primarly by an increase in beach 
height, width and slope, and consistent accumulations of sediment against 
the northwest sides of bulkhead offsets. The Naval testing center has 
an excellent example of the latter indicator. A wedge of sand and gravel 
there has accreted against a protruding bulkhead, creating aim increase 
in beach height on the northwest side of the bulkhead. The terminus of 
this drift cell is in an extremely wide zone of nearshore shelf and lower 
foreshore sand-silt deposit southeast of the testing center. This zone is 
the convergence of two drift cells. It is presumed that during alternating 
seasonal periods each drift cell exerts a greater influence over the wide 
coastal area, prohibiting the development of a cuspate spit.
Drift Cell 129
This drift cell originates in a zone of divergence along Gibson Point. 
Southerly waves impinge on this zone, eroding a wave-cut platform and 
maintaining a rapidly eroding 40 m high bluff. A thick wedge of sediment 
covers the wave-cut platform, and noi exposure of the underlying platform- 
is visible within the divergence zone (the field investigation was done
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during a -1.1 tidal stage). However, the overall morphology of the sector 
indicates the presence of an underlying platform. Wave refraction along 
this coastal stretch results in a northwesterly direction of net shore- 
drift. Boulders and cobbles at Gibson Point grade into pebbles and granules 
along the upper foreshore toward the terminus, numerous trees have fallen 
across the foreshore, v/ith each having an accumulation of sediment against 
the southeast side. Several groins and boat ramps, where the few residences 
are located along the shore front, have substantial sediment accumulations 
on the south side. Sediment transport terminates within an extremely wide 
sand shelf fronting a concave coastline 3.5 km northwest of Gibson Point. 
Drift Cell 130
An eroding glacial till headland east of Thompson Cove is the origin 
of this drift cell. Southwest waves have eroded a relatively narrow wave- 
cut platform that fronts a 15 m high bluff. Wave erosion has developed 
a series of nitches along the toe of the bluff, causing local areas of 
slope failure. Most of the drift cell sediment is supplied along this 
zone. The wave-cut platform has a veneer of cobbles and boulders over most 
of its surface. Localized thick wedges of sediment are present where 
recent slope failure has occurred. Wave refraction moves this sediment in 
a northward (counter-clockwise) direction around Lyle Point. The initial 
cobble-boulder veneer gradually decreases in size toward Oro Bay. The 
beach width, height and slope increase to form a steep gravel spit and 
intertidal sand spit. Sediment, transported northward, has accumulated 
against the south' sides, of bulkheads and a concrete stairway. Lyle Point 
is an east-northeasterly prograding arcuate beach form, with a small 
marshy pond impounded behind its berm crest. A drainage channel for this 
pond has been offset to the north by the prograding beach form. Wave
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energy 1s significantly decreased near the entrance to Oro Bay, where most 
of the transported sediment is deposited along the gravel and sand spit.
The intertidal sand spit is the terminus of this drift cell.
Drift Cell 131
This short drift cell (100 m in length) lies along the north shore of 
the Lyle Point area and has a northwesterly net shore-drift during periods 
of high tide. This coastal stretch is fronted by a short gravel spit and a 
long intertidal sand spit blocking wave action during low tide. Sediment 
transport along this zone is limited because of a low silty-clay beach 
scarp that forms the shore. Sediment eroded from these banks, found along 
the foreshore, is typically mud and small (1 to 2 cm) clay flakes. A 
northerly drift direction is indicated by a minor amount of erosion on 
the northwest sides of fallen trees and exposed roots, and sediment of silt 
and clay flakes accumulated on a small intertidal sediment lobe projecting 
into Oro Bay.
Drift Cell 132
Drift Cell 132 lies on the southeast shore of Oro Bay. Evidence of 
minor northerly net shore-drift begins approximately 100 m south of the 
northward-projecting point in Oro Bay. Slight erosion on the north sides 
of a bulkhead and exposed tree roots, and a small intertidal sediment lobe 
of silt and clay flakes at the tip of this point of land indicate the drift 
direction. A very low area (2 to 3 m above high water level), forming a 
lowland saddle, allows the predominant southwesterly wind to act upon this 
drift cell more than the northwest wind. However, sediment derived from 
mass wasting of the shore bluff is transported mostly offshore by tidal 
action, rather than alongshore as shore drift.
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The western-most coastline of Oro Bay 1s primarily an area dominated 
by Intertidal mudflats and backed by a low silty-clay scarp. There was no 
evidence of sediment transport within this coastal stretch other than off­
shore. This area Is best described as an area of no appreciable net shore- 
drift.
Drift Cell 133
The origin of this drift cell Is an eroding point of land that sep­
arates Oro Bay from East Oro Bay. South and southeasterly waves entering 
the bays Impinge on this point of land, eroding a narrow wave-cut plat­
form and maintaining a 3 to 5 m high glacial drift bluff. Sediment from 
this bluff Is transported. In part, In a southwesterly direction of net 
shore-drift, rounding a point to the southwest, then moving north toward the 
upper end of Oro Bay. Much of this sediment Is accumulating In the embay- 
ment between these two point, increasing the beach height and width, and 
straightening or simplifying the local coastline. However, enough material 
gets around the southwesterly point to accrete in small sediment wedges 
against the south sides of numerous logs crossing the foreshore. A small, 
intertidal spit of fine sand and silt near the north end of Oro Bay Indicates 
the northern-most progress of sediment transported through this drift cell. 
Drift Cell 134
This drift cell originates along the eastern tip of the land separating 
Oro Bay from East Oro Bay. South and southeasterly waves impinge on this 
zone, transporting sediment to the northwest Into East Oro Bay. The origin 
Is a divergence zone characterized by a low bluff and narrow wave-cut plat­
form. A veneer of mixed sand, gravel, and an occasional boulder, layers the 
foreshore at the origin. A northwesterly decrease In the mean size of the
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beach sediment and bluff slope indicates the direction of net shore-drift.
An additional indicator of drift direction is an intertidal sand spit that 
is prograding north into a tidal mudflat occupying the northern-most end 
of East Oro Bay. The terminus of this drift cell is in the intertidal mud- 
flat dominating the end of East Oro Bay.
Drift Cell 135
A 30 m high eroding bluff, southwest of Cole Point, is the origin of 
this drift cell. Southerly waves have eroded a wave-cut platform and 
straightened the local coastline by rapid bluff erosion. The wave-cut 
platform, cut across glacially derived sand and silt, is exposed through a 
veneer of pebbles, cobbles, and boulders. A westward direction of net 
shore-drift is quite evident through this coastal stretch. Beginning at 
the origin, the boulder-cobble-size beach material gradually decreases in 
size to sand and silt near the north end of East Oro Bay. Additional 
indicators of drift direction include a barrier beach, built from east to 
west, a decrease in bluff slone, sediment accumulated against the east sides 
bulkhead offsets, and an increase in beach width near the terminus. Sedi­
ment transport terminates at the end of an intertidal spit prograding to the 
west across the north end of the bay.
Drift Cell 136
This drift cell originates in a zone of divergence southwest of Cole 
Point. This zone has a wide wave-cut platform backed by a steep 30 m high 
bluff composed of glacial drift. Southerly wave action has acted to 
straighten this coastline along a coastal stretch proceeding for 500 m 
southwest of Cole Point. High-energy waves have virtually denuded the plat­
form surface, which is exposed along most of the 500 m divergence zone.
Net shore-drift is to the north bypassing Cole Point and terminating at
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Sandy Point, a symmetrical cuspate spit. Cole Point (south side) is an 
eroding glacial drift headland fronted by an accumulation of sediment, 
fining from the south side to the north side. A concrete culvert and several 
logs across the upper foreshore have sediment accumulated against their 
south sides. An eroding sand and till bluff midway between Cole Point and 
Sandy Point contributes sediment to the foreshore, this sediment gradually 
decreases in size toward the tip of Sandy Point.
Drift Cell 137
The origin of this drift cell lies within a extremely wide zone of 
divergence, extending from 0.8 km to 1.6 km north of Sandy Point. This 
wide zone results from waves of equal influence approaching from the north­
east and southeast principal fetch directions. Throughout most of this 
zone there is a 5 to 10 m high till bluff fronted by a relatively narrow 
wave-cut platform. Sediment supplied to this region readily covers the 
foreshore with a thick wedge of small cobbles and pebbles. South of this 
zone northeasterly waves are predominant, transporting sediment in a southerly 
direction of net shore-drift. Indicators of drift direction include a 
southerly increase in beach width, sedim.ent accumulated against the north 
sides of bulkhead and boat ramp offsets at the Riviera boat launch facility, 
and the eastwardly pronrading cuspate spit at Sandy Point. Sediment trans­
port within this drift cell terminates at Sandy Point, the convergence of 
two drift cells.
Drift Cell 133
A wide divergence zone approximately 1 km south of Yoman Point is the 
origin of this drift cell. The south to north coastline orientation 
facilitates an equal influence of waves from two principal fetch direction, 
over a wide area within this divergence zone. The divergence is charac­
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terized by an exposed sand and till bluff fronted by a foreshore of cobbles 
and an occasional boulder. To the north southwesterly waves are of 
greater Influence. The result 1s a north, then northwest, direction of net 
shore-drift. Shore drift direction Is Indicated by a gradual decrease In 
sediment size toward Yoman Point, from boulder-cobble-sized sediment to 
small cobble-pebble-sized sediment. The foreshore gradually widens and 
steepens between the origin and an area near dohnson Landing. As the coast­
line turns westward there is a significant increase in beach slope and 
height. Site-specific drift Indicators include active erosion on the north 
side of a concrete culvert near the Anderson Island ferry landing, two west­
ward prograding spits offsetting drainage channels near Johnson Landing, 
and sediment accumulated against the south and east sides of groins, bulk­
head offsets, and other drift obstructions. The terminus of this drift 
cell Is a small cove directly south of Eagle Island.
Drift Cells 139 and 140
Drift Cells 139 and 140 originate In a divergence zone southwest of 
Eagle Island. Common to both of these cells is an eroding till bluff 
that Is the dominant feature along this coastal stretch. The foreshore 
fronting this bluff is covered with pebbles and coarse sand, and Is rel­
atively steep. Tidal action scours the channel between Anderson and Eagle 
Islands, Inhibiting the development of a low-sloped shelf at the lower fore­
shore. Wave refraction along the divergence zone transports sediment to 
the east (Drift Cell 139) and west (Drift Cell 140). Prograding sediment 
lobes at the lateral ends of the eroding bluff Indicate; the direction of 
net shore-drift, as does a decrease In mean sediment size to the east and 
v/est of the divergence zone. The bluff Is bounded on either side by a small 
embayment. Sediment transport within the two short drift cells terminates
in these embayments. 
Drift Cell 141
An eroding glacial drift bluff northwest of Amsterdam Bay is the origin 
of this drift cell. Southwesterly waves impinge on the south and southwest 
sides of this headland eroding a wave-cut platform. A steep, unstable 
bluff backs the platform supplying most of the sediment to this drift cell. 
Through the divergence zone and initial 300 m of the drift cell there is 
a foreshore of gravel, with minor accumulations of sand at the extreme lower 
foreshore. Refracted waves, transporting sediment to the north, begin to 
lose energy as the coastline orientation gradually turns to the northeast 
then east. Two large spits prograding across small coves, and a series of 
oblique bars, indicate continued northv/ard transport of beach material. 
Sediment bypasses Otso Point from west to east as indicated by a lobe of 
sand accumulating in the lee of Otso Point, sediment built up on the v/est 
sides of a boat ramp and bulkhead offsets, and an increase in beach slope 
and width. The terminus of this drift cell is an accretino lobe of sand 
located in a small embayment approximately 200 m east of Otso Point.
Drift Cell 142
This drift cell originates within a wide zone of divergence northwest 
of Amsterdam Bay. The divergence zone is characterized by an eroding bluff 
fronted by a foreshore of cobbles and pebbles. Wave refraction drives the 
sediment toward Amsterdam Bay, in an easterly direction of net shore-drift. 
One indicator of drift direction is a rapid decrease in mean sediment size 
and bluff slope. At the entrance to the bay, sediment size decreases 
rapidly to the silt and clay that dominate the foreshore throughout the bay. 
Additional drift indicators include an increase in beach height and slope, 
a small prograded lobe of sediment offsetting a stream drainage channel to
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the east, and consistent erosion on the east sides of bulkhead offsets. 
Sediment transport v/ithin this drift cell terminates in the tidal mud­
flats within Amsterdam Bay.
Drift Cell 143
This relatively long drift cell originates in a divergence zone along 
a coastal promontory east of Thompson Cove. A steep glacial drift bluff 
dominates this promontory. South and southwesterly waves impinge on the 
divergence zone eroding a wave-cut platform and maintaining the bluff. The 
foreshore throughout this zone is covered by a wedge of cobbles and pebbles. 
Much of the southwest coastline of Anderson Island is characterized by 
slope-over-v/all bluff morphology, fronted by a wide pebble-covered foreshore. 
A northwestward direction of net shore-drift has developed a linear trending 
coastline. Several small coastal indentations are blocked by barrier bars 
built from the southeast to the northwest, and a long northwest-prograding 
spit has virtually enclosed Carson Bay. A narrow channel draining Carson 
Bay has been offset 100 m to the northwest and is beginning to erode the toe 
of the bluff bordering the northwest shore of the bay. Additional indicators 
of the northwest drift direction are found where numerous logs cross the 
upper foreshore and consistently have accumulations of sediment (15 to 20 
cm) against their southeast sides. At Treble Point a wide, sandy inter­
tidal shelf has developed as the coastline and net shore-drift direction 
turns to the northeast. The drift direction is evidenced by a long series 
of oblique sand bars progressing around Treble Point. To the north, sediment 
has accumulated against the south sides of bulkhead offsets and sets of 
stairs coming down to the beach. Beach height, v/idth and slope increase 
significantly toward Amsterdam Bay, and a subsequent decrease in'bluff slope 
is displayed. A large complex spit has prograded northward across Amsterdam
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Bay, offsettino a small laqoon drainaqe channel northward by approximately 
ion m. The terminus of this drift cell is a sandy intertidal spit at the 
tip of the complex spit system.
Drift Cell 144
Drift Cell 14-^ is composed of a divernence zone and an eastward pro­
grading spit. The divergence zone has developed alonn a coastal promontory 
just west of Thompson Cove. South and southwest waves imninning of this 
promontory are, in part, refracted into Thomnson Cove. These waves main­
tain 3 steep bluff and direct sediment movement tov.-ard the east along a large 
sand and oravel spit. At low tide this spit, and a westward prograding spit, 
impound a small lagoon that is developing into a marsh.
Drift Cell 145
This short drift cell originates along a glacial drift headland just 
east of Thompson Cove. Southwest waves have eroded a relatively narrow wave- 
cut platform that fronts a 15 m high bluff. The wave-cut platform has a 
veneer of cobbles and boulders over most of its surface. Localized thick 
wedges of sediment are present where recent slope failure has occurred.
Waves impinging on this headland re^^ract, in part, toward Thompson Cove, 
transportina sediment in a northerly direction of net shore-drift. Indi­
cators of this drift direction include a rapid increase in beach height, 
slope and width, a decrease in mean sediment size, and a northwesterly pro- 
grading sand and gravel spit. This spit has built halfway across an embay- 
ment and, combined with an eastward progradino spit, has impounded a small 
marshy lagoon. The terminus of this drift cell is the north end of the spit 
and foreshore seaward of the spit.
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SUMMARY
Pierce County has a crenulated coastline totaling 373 krn. Regional 
features were formed during the Fraser Glaciation, and the coastline has 
since been undergoing modification by coastal, mass wasting, and fluvial 
processes. Throughout the county, 10 m to 60 m glacial drift bluffs dominate 
the coastline. Typical of high latitude coasts, beach tpaterial is composed 
primarily of glacially derived coarse sand and nravel supplied by coastal 
bluff erosion, mass wasting, and fluvial processes.
In the preceding text the importance of shore dri'^t and the documenation 
of geonorphic evidence for sediment transport in Pierce County have been 
discussed. The use of geomornhic indicators, resultino from shore dri'^t 
processes, has proved to be much more accurate in deternininn transport 
direction than methods using ’wave hindcastim. The patterns of net shore- 
drift are included on seven regional maps of '’ierce County. In all, there 
are 1A5 drift cells, rangino in length fro^^ 60 m within small crenulate 
embayments on Fox Island to 11.5 km alone the west shore of the Lonnbranch 
Peninsula.
*!ct shore-drift within Pierce County is most closely related to fetch. 
Coastal features throunhout the county are most directly in-Pluenced by 
south'west and northeast fetch directions, evidence of these directions 
includes 1) the directions o'^ net shore-drift have primary vector components 
to the north and south, and 2) major erodino headlands and divergence zones 
form in response to northeasterly and south’-zesterly waves. '*ost of the 
county's coast has a fetch of I'^'ss than IP km, limiting v/ave heinht and 
energy available for shore drift processes. Southwest wind and waves are 
both the prevailing and predominant for Pierce County. These waves typically 
produce drift cells that are much longer than those that are produced by
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wave approach from any other direction. Although the number of drift 
cells with northward (southwest waves) and southward (northeast v/aves) 
net shore-drift vector components are apnrnxinately equal, the total length 
of coastline having a ncrthv/ard comnonent of sediment transport is three 
times as great as the coastline havinn a southward component o^ sedir^’ent 
transport.
Shore drift processes are evident along all but 10 km of the 373 km 
of '’ierce County coastline. The coastal stretches lacking evidence of 
shore drift occur prim.arily along heavily modified waterfronts, such as the 
Port of Tacoma and surroundino commercial establishments, and within 
narrow tidal-dominated emba^/ments with mudflats and marsh vegetation 
inhibiting sediment movement. The latter areas are located within Burley 
Lagoon, Amsterdam Bay, Oro and fast Oro Bays, Rosedale Bay, Filucy Bay, and 
at the upper end of virtually every other small coastal embayment.
Shore drift is shown to be a significant process in the evolution of 
coastal features. Primary results of shore drift and its related processes 
is the trend towards coastal simplification (Schou, IBS?). Rapid bluff 
retreat with divergence zones, barrier bars, proqrading spits, and sea- 
wardly prograding bayhead beaches are all found within Pierce County and 
contribute to the linear trends that can be seen along numerous coastal 
stretches.
Presently, waterfront development is emerging as the primary influence 
on shore drift processes within the county. Coastal modification by arti­
ficial means produces effects that are generally undesireable. The emplace­
ment of bulkheads, boat ramps, docks, and groins can cause varying effects 
downdrift of their location. Several examples of this cause-and-effect 
relationship are listed below.
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1) The elimination of wave attack on coastal bluffs by the emplacement 
of bulkheads, seawalls, or wave damping structures tends to deplete 
the supply of ledlment to the beach. This modification generally 
results In accelerated erosion and the scouring of beach sediment from 
foreshore areas. The evidence of accelerated erosion can be observed
by the common occurence of the exposed footings of bulkheads and seawall
2) Any structure that Is built out onto the foreshore, such as a groin 
or bulkhead, has the potential to trap the driftina beach sediment.
'•/here there is sediment trapped on the updrift side of an obstruction, 
a situation of nonequilIbrium generally exists along the beach face on 
the downdrift side of drift obstructions. An excellent example of this 
Is found beneath the Narrows Bridge where a rock groin has caused 
accelerated erosion on its downdrift side (see Fig. 27).
3) The addition of sediment to a drift cell by commercial or industrial 
activity increases the volume of sediment transported through a coastal 
stretch. This activity can cause the filling in of channels, harbors, 
or embayments, and can also result in the premature, downdrift collapse 
of foreshore structures. Such is the case along a coastal stretch from 
Chambers Creek to Days Island. This coastal stretch has a large volume 
of introduced transported sediment that would not ordinarily occur 
here. However, sediment is supplied to this drift cell by tv/o sand and 
gravel operations through past storage of sand and gravel on the fore­
shore and/or by ongoing transshipment spillage of sand onto the fore­
shore at two docking facilities. This transported sediment can be seen 
in substantial volumes of material accreted against groins, each groin 
leaning slightly northward, and at the Day Island marina, which must be 
periodically dredged.
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4) Artificial fill that extends onto the foreshore Is exoosed to wave 
attack. Numerous parks and beach access facilities have been built 
onto the foreshore, seaward of the naturally developed backshore, with­
out adequate protection from erosion. The erosion of this material can 
either by direct wave attack or by the winnowing of finer-grained 
material between large concrete slabs or riprap blocks. The result Is 
either total erosion of the facility or massive Instability, rendering 
the structure unusable. Two examples of this Include the rapid destruc­
tion of a beach access site beneath the Point Evans condominiums and 
the ongoing w1nnov;1ng of fill material from behind the riprapped wall 
near Commencement Park.
This Investigation uses geomorphlc and sedimentologic evidence for 
mappino net shore-drift patterns along crenulated coastlines. Direct field 
Investigation is the most accurate method of shore drift documentation.
Shore drift Is an Important concept when considering natural or artificial 
coastline development. Previous studies of net shore-drift In Pierce 
County have not been accurate enounh to allow evaluation of the channes 
that can occur when coastlines are modified. It Is hoped that more accurate 
studies will contribute to proper coastline use and emphasize the need to 
understand fully the processes that occur along Puget Sound coastlines.
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